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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Oversight

AND Investigations of the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

Washington, D.C., August 16, 1978.

Hon. Harley O. Staggers,
Chairman, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman: The report on safety hazards in Firestone
500 Steel Belted Radial tires, transmitted herewith, describes the

results of a subcommittee investigation that should not have been
needed. The report documents the extreme safety risks posed by
failures of these particular tires, failures which number in the millions,

and which are continuing to occur. The report also presents evidence
of Firestone's clear knowledge of the gravity of the safety problem
posed by its '^500" line of tires. Neither this subcommittee's inquiry
nor the safety defect investigation being conducted by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration would have been required if

Firestone had assumed the full responsibility for its own actions.

Unfortunately, these tires have not yet been recalled. The toll of

fatalities involving failures of this tire, which has now reached 34,

promises to mount. In total disregard of all of the evidence, Firestone
persists in its claim that the tires are safe.

This report offers a series of recommendations directed to the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. It also makes recommendations to the
Congress. The report proposes legislation strengthening the law on
recalls including tire recalls in particular. The greatest potential
tragedy of all in this episode may yet occur. It is entirely possible that
limitations in the present law may prevent NHTSA from recalling the
most hazardous Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial tires because they
have been in use for more than 3 years. The law must permit recalls

to include all hazardous tires still in use, regardless of age until a tire

has been in use for 5 years. I urge future Congresses to address this

need.

Unsafe products can and will inevitably find their way into the
stream of commerce. Once such hazards are discovered, in most in-

stances, the manufacturer or the Government agency in question
has moved quickly to eliminate the problem. In this case however,
an entrenched and recalcitrant manufacturer has refused to take
remedial action and moreover has sought to prevent the responsible

Federal agency from doing so. Distressing episodes such as this are a

reminder of the continuing necessity for a strong Federal regulatory
presence to insure the safety of products such as tires that move in

interstate commerce and are widely used by the public.

(V)



VI

In fairness to the Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. the subcommittee
wishes to acknowledge the company's full cooperation with the sub-
committee's inquiry. In particular, Firestone's responses to the sub-
committee's numerous requests for information and data have been
reasonably complete and generalh^ on time. Unfortunately, however,
this effort on Firestone's part in no way diminishes the gravity of the
hazard presented by Firestone Steel Belted Radial ''500" tires.

Sincerely,

John E. Moss,
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Oversight and Investigations.
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THE SAFETY OF FIRESTONE 500 STEEL BELTED
RADIAL TIRES

Summary

This report documents the refusal of a major corporation to face

up to serious safety hazards in one of its major product Unes. It also

describes the inability of the responsible federal agency to take swift

remedial action to protect the public.

The principal conclusion of this report is that Firestone 500 Steel

Belted Radial tires present an unreasonable risk of continuing acci-

dents, injuries, and death to the motoring public, and should be imme-
diately recalled. The performance of other lines of steel belted radials

should be monitored to determine whether future recalls are warranted.
This conclusion is based on the following findings:

(1) Failures of the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial have
caused and are continuing to cause an extraordinary number of

accidents, injuries, and deaths. Accidents attributable to the ^'500"

number in the thousands, injuries in the hundreds, and known
fatalities as of August 1978, 34. Moreover, the fatalities continue
to occur. Three crashes involving failures of a Firestone 500 Steel

Belted Radial, accounting for five deaths, have occurred since the
subcommittee's May hearings, and such accidents are likely to

continue, killing occupants in cars equipped with these tires, as

well as innocent bystanders. Regardless of the mix of product
defect and other contributing factors in each case, on overall pat-
tern of Firestone ''500" failures associated with human destruction
is undeniable.

(2) The rate of failure of Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial
tires, while not precisely known, is exceedingly high. Not all fail-

ures result in crashes, but any sudden tire failure happening on
the road has the potential to cause injury and death. Evidence of

a high rate of failure includes

:

The high adjustment rate ^ for the Firestone 500 Steel Belted

Radial.

In July of this year Firestone disclosed to the subcommittee
an adjustment rate for the 500 which is considerably higher than
the 7.4-percent figure confirmed by Firestone in May. Of the

1 An "adjustment rate" is the percentage of tires produced by a company which it

accepts back from customers because of some problem with tires that occurs before their
useful tread is worn. The customer is allowed a credit (or "adjustment") for the re-
maining tread life, to be applied toward the purchase of replacement tires. Tires are
adjusted for reasons other than failures, including "policy adjustments," or adjustments
to keep customers satisfied. A tire's failure rate is therefore some fraction of the adjust-
ment rat»\ See chap. II for further discussion.

(1)
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23,553,635 Steel Belted Radial 500's produced from 1972 through
the first 3 months of 1978, 4,124,354 have been returned for

adjustment, producino: an adjustment rate of 17.5 'percent.

This adjustment rate compares to the rate for other steel belted
radials made by Firestone, as follows:

Produced
January 1, 1971

to March 3, 1978 Adjusted

Adjustment
rate

(percent)

SBR500 23.553,635 4, 124. 354
1,681.321

17.50
All other Firestone SBR 30 398 357 5 53

The adjustment rate of 5.53 percent for all Firestone steel

belted radials excluding the 500 is of the same order of magnitude
as comparable rates for other companies. The overall rate for the
Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial stands out at three times the

norm.
The significant number of claims settled by Firestone by means

of cash payments for damage caused by tire failures.

When tires fail on the road, they often come apart with enough
force to damage other parts of the vehicles. Firestone has estab-

lished a claims department to handle requests for reimbursement
of the costs of repairing such damage. Firestone accepts responsi-

bility if an inspection of the tire shows the failure to be Firestone's

fault. For the period January 1, 1975, to Apiil 1, 1978, Firestone
made 7,094 payments for claims arising out of failures of its vari-

ous lines of steel belted radials. The claims for the '^500" and other
lines of Firestone steel belted radials compared as follows:

CLAIMS SETTLED BY CASH PAYMENTS-FIRESTONE STEEL BELTED RADIAL TIRES. JAN. 1. 1975, TO APR. 1, 1978

Production

Number of

claims settled

Total dollar

payments

SBR 500 23.553.635 5.262
1,832

$1,321,992
All other Firestone SBR 30, 398, 357 328.814

The average amount paid on claims associated with the 500
during this period was $251.23. Forty-nine of these claims ex-

ceeded $1,000, and the highest was $108,000.
The high average number of failures reported per customer.

In 834 letters received by the subcommittee over the 10-week
period following the subcommittee's hearings, users of

Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials have experienced a total

of 3,384 separate tire failures, for an average of 4.06 failures

each.

The experience of fleet operators, whose vehicles equipped
with Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials have experienced

large numbers of similar failures.

These findings, a high propensity to fail, and the potential for

injury and death inherent in virtually any tire failure, lead to the

conclusion that there is a continuing high level of safety risk in the

Firestone; 500 Steel Belted Radial and any tires of identical internal

construction still on the road.



II

Another fundamental conclusion of this report is that neither the

Federal vehicle safety standards nor the Federal safety recall systems
have served well to protect the public against the hazards of the

Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial. The subcommittee heard testimony
in its May 1978 hearings stating that these tires, which are highly

failure prone in actual use, performed extremely well in preproduction
tests for compliance with Federal motor vehicle safety standard

109, the principal tire safety standard. This standard is, therefore,

in apparent need of revision or upgrading.
The subcommittee also finds that the statutory limit on Firestone's

responsibility to tires sold within the 3 years prior to the issuance of

a recall order prevents the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-
istration (NHTSA) from affording necessary protection to the public

from safety hazards arising from tire failure. The 3-year limit on
Firestone's responsibility to replace unsafe tires has also acted as an
incentive on Firestone to delay recall proceedings.

Ill

The efforts of this subcommittee and NHTSA to encourage Fire-

stone to initiate a voluntary recall of the Steel-Belted-Radial 500 have
to date proven futile. Firestone seems committed, as a matter of

apparently irreversible corporate policy, to stonewalling on the issue

of a safety recall of the affected tires.

In this report, the subcommittee reviews the arguments offered

by Firestone in defense of its posture, and finds each of them singu-

larly without merit. The company has steadfastly refused to perceive

that any safety problem is responsible for the fatality and injury pro-

ducing failures being accumulated by the 500. Instead of moving to

resolve the problem, Firestone has chosen to view the resolution of

the safety question as suitable for a pitched battle in the courts and
in the media with the Federal Government. The subcommittee
strongly condemns Firestone's conduct in this matter.

IV

These conclusions lead the subcommittee to the following
recommendations:

(1) Firestone should recall all steel-belted radial 500 's and all

other tires of identical or substantially identical internal construc-
tion remaining in use without further delay.

(2) Failing a voluntary recall, NHTSA, making full use of

its statutory authority, should press for a mandatory recall and
the maximum civil penalty.

(3) The Congress should amend the National Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Safety Act to (a) make more explicit NHTSA's authority
to subpena information necessary to its conduct of safety defect
investigations, and (b) to extend the obligation of the tire manu-
facturer to pay for the correction of safety defects in tires from
the current 3-year period to 5 years following the date of initial

use.



(4) NHTSA should commence rulemaking to upgrade the mini-
mum levels of safety required in passenger car tires, to avoid a
recurrence of another case like the Firestone 500 steel-belted

radial tire.

INTRODUCTION

I. The Subcommittee's Investigation

The congressional inquiry into the safety of steel-belted radial tires,

conducted by the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, began in April 1978.

At that time, several deaths associated with the failure of certain tires

came to the attention of the subcommittee. From the beginning, the
subcommittee's primary concern has been the safety of steel-belted

radials. A second concern was the prospect of substantial delay in the

safety defect investigation of the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), in the U.S. Department of Transportation.
NHTSA had commenced a full defect investigation into the safety of

all Firestone steel-belted radials in February 1978.

On April 11, 1978, subcommittee Chairman John E. Moss addressed
letters to the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. (Firestone) and to NHTSA.
Chairman Moss asked Firestone to ''inform the subcommittee of

[Firestone's] assessment of the reported high failure rates" in certain

steel-belted radial tires produced by Firestone. Firestone president,

Mario DiFederico, responded, promising full cooperation with the sub-
committee. The subcommittee asked NHTSA to comment on its in-

vestigation. NHTSA Administrator, Joan Claybrook, responded that,

because a court order required the sequestration of information needed
in the investigation, and because NHTSA's staff had been diverted
into giving depositions and appearing in court in connection with an
alleged violation of the court order, its inquiry into the safety of the

tires had already been significantly delayed.
At about the same time, Firestone confirmed a decision to continue

marketing its remaining inventories of the steel-belted radials under
investigation. That decision, which according to Firestone was made in

February 1978, did not suggest concern for the safety of users and
buyers of the affected tires. Nor did it convey respect on the part of

Firestone for NHTSA's investigation. The additional revelation that

the tires were being sold at reduced rates and even at half price in

certain locations did not serve to quiet early congressional interest in

the matter.
At an April 21 meeting with Firestone officials, the subcomrnittee

staff ordered further details of the concerns of the subcommittee.
However, Firestone officials provided no substantive res])onses to the

previous subcommittee inquiries and did not acknowledge the exist-

ence of any problem with Firestone steel-belted radial tires. A staff

survey disclosed records of a number of additional deaths occurring

over the past several years in accidents involving failures of allegedly

defective Firestone steel-belted radials, mostly steel-belted radial

500's. At about the same time. Chairman Moss announced that hear-

ings would be scheduled, and on April 27, 1978, sent a letter of in-

vitation to Firestone to testify.

With the decision to hold hearings, the investigation was broadened
considerably. Early in May 197.S, the subcommittee addressed letters

of inquiry to seven other tire companies. Inquiries were also directed



to tire dealers, fleet operators, Consumers Union, oil companies
marketing tires. Ford Motor Co., consumer groups, and tire experts.

The subcommittee's hearings extended over 4 days, May 19, 22,

23, and July 10. During this period, the subcommittee directed a num-
ber of additional inquiries to Firestone and other tire companies. Most
of the subcommittee's attention has been addressed to tires made by
the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., reflecting the overwhelming evidence
received by the subcommittee indicating that certain Firestone tires

have experienced considerably more problems than other radials made
by Firestone or by other tire companies.

This report is based on the record of these hearings and on the sub-
committee's analysis of information it has gathered during its inquiry.

II. A JURISDICTIOXAL NoTE

Tire safety, since the early 1960's, has been a subject of legislative

action by the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. The
committee reported out the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety
Act of 1966, including tire safety provisions, and has retained oversight
jurisdiction over the agency created by that legislation, now designated
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The 1974
amendments to the 1966 act, also reported out by the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, refined the vehicle safety recall

provisions applying to tires.

III. Background: the Tire Industry and Firestone's Place
IN It

In 1977, the tire industry produced 197 million passenger car tires

for sale in the United States. Of this total, 58 million were sold to

automobile manufacturers to be placed on new cars as ''original

equipment" (so-called OE tires) and 139 million went into the ''re-

placement market."
Of the 139 million replacement passenger tires shipped in 1977,

51.4 million or 43 percent were radials. Of the 18 million OE tires,

40 million or 71 percent were radials. Radials are making up an in-

creasmg share of each market.
Firestone's share of the original equipment market in 1977 was 23

percent, second to Goodyear's 34 percent. Its share of the replace-

ment market, under its own brand name, is 11.8 percent, second again
to Goodyear's 13.5 percent.

Firestone has produced more than 53 million steel belted radials,

in eight different tire lines, since it began domestic radial tire produc-
tion in 1971. Firestone moved aggressiveh" into the steel belted radial

original equipment market as the auto companies began moving
toward steel belted radials in the early 1970's.

Of Firestone's total production of steel belted radials (53,000,000
since 1971), about 23,630,000 were Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials,

divided between the "old" or 5-rib Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial
(produced 1972-78) and the "new" or 7-rib Firestone 500 Steel Belted
Radial (produced 1974-77), as shown on the following chart. Note
that the largest single line of Firestone steel belted radials is the

"TPC" (which stands for "Technical Performance Criteria"), a line

of tires made to General Motors specifications from 1973 to the

present.
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IV

Radial tires have become popular because, when properly made
and used, they offer a number of advantages, including improved
tread wear, stability, cornering, resistance to road hazards, and re-

duced rolling resistance (wihch means better fuel economy).
A radial tire looks like this inside:

JsTeei seited Kadial ouu

Figure 1
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Note that the cords on the body pUes run radially from the center
point of the wheel (where the axle would be, if it were pictured here).

By contrast, a conventional or "bias ply" tire, looks like this inside:

f'^Mf^' tJW3^£^gS^,r.. ,-^.

DIAGONAL
(BIAS)

Body Ww

ws».*«?^s.^

Figure 2

The parts of a radial tire are identified in Figure 3.

+v««4

CCr4

CoO-ridy Tire. Tr^d^st^y S^Ufy (LaX^cH

FiGURK 3
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While radial tires offer these advantages, they were described by a
Firestone witness at the subcommittee's hearings as follows:

The steel belted radial is not as forgiving of in-service

abuse as the bias or bias belted tire.

In the chapters which follow, this report will trace the safety
consequences of tire failure, the frequency of tire failure, and the mode
of failure.

Firestone's response to a high ''adjustment rate" for the Firestone
500 Steel-Belted Radial will be assessed.

In the final chapter, the report offers findings, conclusions, and
recommendations.

32-543 O- 78



CHAPTER I

Tire Failures and Safety Risk

Do tire failures present a safety risk, and if so, how significant a
hazard does tire failure present? Are tire failures often sudden or un-
expected? Do they frequently cause loss of control of the vehicle? Are
warning signs of impending tire failure evident? If so, can the average
driver read them properly? ^

The subcommittee sought to answer these questions initially by
learning from tire users what actually happens on the road. We sought
to find out what types of failures are occurring, and whether or not
significant numbers of people are being killed or injured in accidents
caused by tire failures.

I. Failures and Accidents

The initial group of complaints directed to the subcommittee by
telephone and many of those which followed, conveyed owner experi-

ences notable because of their common theme—sudden and frightening

tire failure leading to an accident or near accident.

The first phone report received by the subcommittee on April 14,

after its inquiry was initiated, came from a Virginia resident whose
500 blowout in the inside lane on Interstate 95 north of Richmond,
Va., had shot him out of control across two lanes of the Interstate.

He managed to escape with moderate damage to his car. Firestone has
since settled a claim filed by this motorist.^

The second report came later the same day from a Maryland resi-

dent who experienced simultaneous blowouts of two Montgomery
Ward "Grappler II's" on the Capital Beltway. The Grappler IFs are

manufactured by Firestone, and are of identical construction to the

Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial. This motorist had tried unsuccess-
fully to have his Montgomery Ward Grappler II radials replaced
because of "undulations" in the sidewalls. On April 18, 1976, he was
driving on the Beltway in Maryland when both Firestone-made tires

on the right side of his car "exploded." The ensuing accident, in which
the car flew off the Beltway to the right and wound up on the guardrail

with his two left tires on the ground, was witnessed by a Maryland
State trooper. In the accident, the car's gas tank was ripped open, but
no fire resulted. This motorist sustained permanent injuries to his

hands and less serious mjuries to his legs. 01" significance in this incident

is that when the failures occurred, they came suddenly and without
apparent warning.

^ Not necessarily all types of tire failures are haiiardous. A slow leak or a sldewall
bubble, Nvhleh provide warninj» to the driver, present less risk, for example, than a
sudden failure that occurs without warning.

2 This* Incident is described further in chap. II's discussion of settled claims.

(10)
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Reports of injury-producing accidents have continued to flow into

the subcommittee. The subcommittee has received reports of non-
fatal injuries to 57 persons, including those injured in crashes that
proved fatal to other occupants.

Firestone, in a list provided to the subcommittee of accidents as-

sociated with the failure of all types of Firestone steel belted radials

made from 1975 through 1977, including the 500, notes 89 injuries.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) lists

64 injury-producing accidents in its July 1978 phase I report.^ Even
allowing for considerable overlap in these lists, it is likely that more
than 100 injuries have occurred in accidents caused by failures of the
Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial.

II. Fatal Accidents

Soon after the inquiry began, the subcommittee began receiving

reports of accidents in which the vehicle occupants were much less

fortunate, involving fatalities. Reports of fatal accidents usually came
to the subcommittee from attorneys representing survivors or estate

of the deceased.
The following are among the fatalities reported to the subcommittee:
(1) On Saturday, June 24, 1978, Crystal Williams Clement, who

was driving a 1977 Chevrolet Monza coupe, equipped with four
Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial tires, was headed west on Highway
9 near Loris, S.C. She was accompanied by her son, Edward G.
Clement, age 5, her sister-in-law, Peggy Lee Clement, and Peggy
Lee Clement's daughter, Selana Lee Clement, age 7. At approximately
9:30 a.m., the right rear Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial experienced
a massive tread separation. While Ms. Clement attempted to control
the vehicle, the tread of the right rear tire reportedly wrapped itself

tightly around the rear axle, jerking the vehicle violently to the left,

across the median, and into oncoming traffic. A 1970 Ford LTD driven
by Eugene McGee broadsided the Clement vehicle, virtually cutting
it in half.

The two mothers. Crystal Clement and Peggy Lee Clement, were
killed on impact of the vehicles. Selana Lee Clement's leg was severed
upon impact of the two vehicles, and Edward G. Clement suffered

extensive injuries. Two tow trucks worked for 45 minutes to tear the
two vehicles apart, while Selana Lee Clement remained trapped in the

wreckage.
The occupants of the other vehicle also suffered extensive injuries.

Roy Lee Goodwin, owner of the Ford LTD and passenger at the
time of the incident, sustained internal injuries which later resulted
in his death. Both the driver and a passenger in the rear seat were
badly injured. According to police reports, the tires on the Clement
vehicle at the time of the accident had 60 percent tread remaining
and inflation in each of the tires was inflated no more than 1.5 psi

off the recommended level (the pressure was measured shortly after

the accident).

3 "Investigative Report Pliase I, Steel Belted Radial Tires Manufactured by the Fire-
stone Tire & Rubber Co.," ODI Case No. C8-18, Office of Defects Investigation Enforce-
ment, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.C. 20590, July
1978, p. 33.
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(2) On June 7, 1975, Anthony Chavis was drivinp: a 1973 Chevrolet
Impala equipped with four Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials in an
easterly direction on Interstate 70 near Thompson, Utah. He was
accompanied by Filimon Aragon, Ricky Aragon, Roger Aragon,
Mary Aragon, Carol Aragon, Filimon Aragon Jr., Debra Aragon,
Sharon Aragon, and Connie Rivas. At approximately 8:15 a.m.,
while traveling 80 mph, the vehicle's right rear tire blew out, causing
the vehicle to go into a skid. The vehicle then swerved into the median
and flipped over twice. Filimon Aragon Jr. and Connie Rivas were
killed instantly, and the other eight individuals in the vehicle suffered

extensive injuries.

The case illustrates the compounded hazards posed by tire failure

under conditions of high speed and heavy loads, hazards not well

known or understood by many motorists.

(3) On August 7, 1977, Mary Hansen was heading north on New
York's Cross Island Parkway at about 50 miles per hour. Her 1976
Chrysler was equipped with four Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials.
At approximately 11:00 p.m., her right rear tire blew out, causing
her to swerve into another vehicle, flip into the air over the divider,

and across the top of a southbound 1972 Triumph Convertible. The
driver of the Triumph, Carol Sparnicht, was instantly beheaded.

(4) On February 2, 1975, John J. Scully was standing outside of his

1971 Buick LeSabre changing seats with his wife, who had been driv-

ing. They were parked in the northbound emergency lane on Interstate

75 in Georgia. William Earl Gravitt was driving the same route in his

1972 Ford LTD equipped with four Firestone 500 Steel Belte(l Radials.

As he approached Mr. Scully, the left rear tire on Mr. Gravitt's Ford
blew out causing him to swerve into Mr. Scully's vehicle. Mr. Scully

was killed instantly and his wife suffered extensive injuries. Mr.
Gravitt and his two passengers were also injured in the crash.

(5) Charles Edward Sherrod was driving his 1976 Ford Granada at

about 55 miles per hour on Interstate 85, also in Georgia, on April 2,

1978. His car was equipped with four Firestone 500 Steel Belted

Radials, and at about 1:30 p.m., his right rear tire blew out. Mr.
Sherrod swerved, out of control, across the median, and struck a 1974

Mercury Montego head-on. Susan Jan Vanlandingham, age 21, driver

of the Mercury, was killed instantly. A tire analysis by Cerny & Ivey

Engineers, Inc., indicates that ''.
. . the tread separation was related

to manufacture ..."

The last three cases described are significant as instances in which

not only the occupants of vehicles equipped with Firestone 500 Steel

Belted Radials, but others who happened to be nearby—aptly de-

scribed in the law as ''innocent bystanders"—were killed by tire

failures.

Reports of a distressingly high number of fatal crashes have con-

tinued to come to the subcommittee's attention. The subcommittee

has, to date, been presented with evidence of 34 fatalities which re-

sulted from accidents involving failures of the Firestone 500 Belted

Radial. In addition, the subcommittee is aware ol* one death allegedly

attributable to the failure of a Firestone TPC Steel Belted Radial.

These fatalities are listed in Ap|)endix A.

In order to compare fatality iiilormatiou on the Firestone 500 Belted

Radial with that for other tire lines, the siibcomrnittee, by letter of

May 9, 1978, requested pjoductjon and accident information from the
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other major manufacturers of steel belted radials. The criteria used
by different companies in deciding what to re[)ort to the subcommittee
vary to some extent, so that the figures we present may not be totally

definitive. All other tire manufacturers reported a total of 21 fatalities

resulting from failures of their steel belted tires. These fatalities are
associated with a total production of steel belted radials by seven other
companies exceeding 180,000,000 tires since 1972. In comparison, 34
fatalities have been associated with tire failures of the Firestone 500
Steel Belted Radial, based on production of 23.6 million Firestone 500
Steel Belted Radials manufactured since 1972. The subcommittee
believes that the number of fatalities associated with the Firestone 500
Steel Belted Radial tires is disproportionately high in relation to the
number of 500's manufactured, even taking into account the limita-

tions of the subcommittee's survey.

III. Tire Failure and Loss of Vehicle Control

The subcommittee notes that with the exception of the cases in

which high speed driving seems to have been a factor, the circumstances
of many fatal accidents parallel many of the non-fatal, non-injury-
producing accidents. Whether the accident produces injury or death
seems to depend largely on two factors:

(1) whether anything lies in the path of the vehicle after the
tire failure, even if control of the vehicle is somehow^ maintained;
and

(2) whether or not, when out of control, the vehicle reaches the
^'trip point."

The ''trip point" has been described to the subcommittee as the
point at which a sideways-moving vehicle is controlled by the condi-
tions of the road and other obstacles (guard rails, trees, rough road
surfaces, etc.). Once the vehicle reaches this ''trip point," and rolls

over, the outcome of the accident is left to chance.
The subcommittee heard detailed testimony on one fatal crash

initiated by the failure of a Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial in which
the vehicle reached the "trip point," J. M. David, a retired contractor
living in Florida was traveling on a straight stretch of Florida highway
near Venice, Florida, when the blowout of his left rear tire sent the car
into a sidew^ays skid. A rough road surface caught the car and it flipped,

ejecting and killing Mr. David.
The common element uniting most tire failures that cause property

damage or produce injuries and death is sudden loss of vehicle control.

Sometimes the drivers are able to regain control, sometimes not. The
simple and perhaps obvious fact is that a tire is a critical link in the
chain of components between the driver and the road which enables
the driver to steer and brake. When this link fails, steering and braking
are partly or totally lost.

IV. Contributing Factors

The subcommittee has observed that high speed driving played a
part in several of the fatal crashes listed in Appendix A. The Sub-
committee is not willing to excuse Firestone from responsibility in these
instances on the basis of evidence (often disputed) of high speed
driving. The Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500 is frequently used as
original equipment on high performance vehicles, such as the
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Chevrolet Corvette and Camaro Z-28, and on the Pontiac Trans Am,
where its raised sidewall letterincr, painted white, is a popular styling

feature. The very trade name, ''500's," recalling as it does Firestone's
past involvement in the Indianapolis 500, the grandfather of annual
high speed events, suggests fitness for high speed use. More important,
high speed is clearly a use which a tire company should and can
reasonably anticipate, and for which the tires should be designed.
The subcommittee notes with interest a recently announced Federal

court decision in the case of Duhorn v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Com-
pany.* In this case, a Mercury Cougar equipped with Goodyear radials

and traveling in excess of 100 miles per hour, experienced a tread
separation and crashed, resulting in the death of one person and serious

injury to another. The judge held both Goodyear and the Ford Motor
Co. (which makes the Cougar) liable. The judge stated: ^

[T]he Goodyear Tire and the Mercury automobile on
which the tire was mounted were unreasonably dangerous for

normal use * * * Ford should have foreseen that a significant

number of ultimate users of its products would drive their

vehicles at top speed. This is particularly true of a sports

model * * *

The judge took into account the design limitations of the tire, and
noted they did not match the speed capability of the car.

The subcommittee is also aware that in some of these fatal accidents,

there may be factors other than high speed contributing to the occur-

rence of tire failure. For example, analysis of the tires involved in two
of the fatal crashes has shown evidence of uneven tire wear. However,
as in the case of high speed, the subcommittee strongly supports the

general proposition that a manufacturer, when it designs and produces
the product, has a duty to take into account uses of the product which
can be reasonably foreseen.^ Such uses, in the case of tires, include

situations such as underinflation, poor alignment, and uneven tire wear.

Tire manufacturers are not unaware that these situations occur fre-

quently. Firestone, therefore, cannot avoid all responsibility for in-

juries and fatalities that result in crashes caused by tire failures as it

has frequently sought to do, simply by citing these factors, when they

have contributed to causing a fatality.

V. Findings

The subcommittee reaches the following findings based on this

chapter:

(1) Failures of the Firestone steel belted radial 500 can be, and
often are, a safety-related event;

(2) The association of 34 fatalities and numerous injuries with

failures of Firestone 500 steel belted radials is a sufficient number
to suggest the existence of a ])attern of fatalities and injuries and
to raise a presimiption of a safety defect common to all Firestone

500 steel belted radials; and

* W..I). Louisiana. 1978, Nor. 7G-1191. 76-1323.
^ Memorandum opinion, p. 7. t^ n ,

«Thls (lutv Is won established In the law. See Lnrnen v. General Motors Corp., 391 F 2d

49.5, (U.S. (:.A., Hth dr., 1968), followed In a majority of courts which have considered

the iHsue.
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(3) The safety risk is a continuing one, based on occurrence of

fatal accidents right into the period in which this report is being
written (five fatalities in three accidents since the May 23
hearing)

.

Automobile safety recalls have been ordered by NHTSA (and sus-

tained in court challenges) ^ when only a risk of accident or injury

existed. In this perspective, a recall of the Firestone 500 steel belted

radial is imperative on the basis of its fatality record alone.

The subcommittee is aware of only one other vehicle safety defect

which has amassed a number of associated fatalities exceeding 34.

This defect is that of the gas tank in certain Ford Pintos which the
Ford Motor Co. recently agreed to recall, following negotiations with
the NHTSA. The subcommittee urges the Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co. to follow the course Ford followed in the case of the Pinto and
agree to a recall, in the interest of avoiding further fatalities.

7 See, e.j?., United States v. General Motors Corp., 565 F 2d 754, (U.S.C.A., D.C., 1977),
affirmed, U.S. Sup. Ct. 434 U.S. 1033 (1978), involving a defective component in the
steering mechanism of 1959 and 1960 Cadillacs.



CHAPTER II

Failure Rates of Steel Belted Radial Tires

The first chapter of this report estabhshed two facts:

(1) any tire failure in motion creates safety hazards, inchiding
the serious hazards that result when a driver loses control of a
car; and

(2) loss of vehicle control has, in the case of failures of Firestone
500 Steel Belted Radials, led to significant levels of injury and
death.

This chapter seeks to answer the question: How frequently have
failures of steel belted radial tires occurred, and are they likely to

continue?
I. Failure Data

The subcommittee has gathered and analyzed the best evidence
available on the extent of failures of Firestone steel belted radials

and of tires made by other manufacturers. This evidence is analyzed
in the following sequence

:

(A) tire adjustment data;
(B) data on claims settled by means of cash payments;
(C) information contained in letters received by the subcom-

mittee from the public;

(D) information from tire dealers; and
(E) information from fleet operators.

A. TIRE ADJUSTMENT DATA

1. What is tire adjustment data?

All tire companies will replace a tire with an incorrectible problem
that develops before the useful tread of that tire is worn. When a prob-
lem tire is returned, the customer is given a pro rata allowance
toward the purchase of a replacement tire, based on how much of the

tread remained when the tire failed. This practice is called "tire

adjustment."
The tire adjustment rate for a tire manufacturer is the percentage

of a given amount of production for which the manufacturer performs
tire adjustments. For example, if a manufacturer produced one million

tires in 1972, and over the next 5 years experienced adjustments on
50,000 of these tires, the adjustment rate for its 1972 production
would be 5 percent. Several years are required before a final adjustment
rate for a given year's production can be figured.

The adjustment rate is only an indirect reflection of the tire failure

rate, because all companies make adjustments for reasons other than
tire failure. Most companies allow for "policy adjustments," j)er-

mitting an unhappy customer to buy a new tire at a reduced price for

customer satisfaction reasons, even if no "adjustable condition" exists

in the tire. For a number of years (until the end of 1976), so-called

(16)
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"road hazard" adjustments were made if the tire was damaged by
rough roads or struck obstacles in the road. [Tires are not usually ad-
justed if evidence of owner abuse is apparent.] In short, the tire failure
rate is likely to be some fraction of the overall adjustment rate.
One further observation on adjustment rates is in order. Tire com-

panies and their dealers permit adjustments only on their own tires.

One objective of the adjustment practice is to keep buyers with the
same brand. This means that a company's adjustment rate will not
include tires that fail, but are not returned, such as occurs whenever a
customer switches brands. This raises the possibility, of course, that
adjustment rates for tires failing badly or frequently may be severely
understated, if large numbers of users desert the trouble-causing brand
name.

2. What is a normal adjustment rate?

The subcommittee heard extensive testimony and gathered con-
siderable evidence on the question of what constitutes a normal or
industry average tire adjustment rate. The subcommittee has con-
cluded that the normal range extends from 2 to 4 percent. The normal
range may extend above 5 percent in hot climates, where heat attrib-

utes to tire failures. A dealer in Las Vegas, Nev. told the subcom-
mittee, for example, that his normal rate is 10 to 12 percent. Rates
for radial tires tend to run slightly higher than the rates for bias ply
tires, because radials have a longer life expectancy—up to 40,000
miles and more—extending their exposure to possible failures. Finally,

adjustment rates on top-of-the-line tires may be higher than average,
given the need to meet higher customer expectations in the perform-
ance of such tires. These factors may extend the normal range for

adjustment rates on radials to 7 percent on the upper end.

3. The significance of unusually high adjustment rates

\^Tiile any single adjustment rate is only a rough indicator of a tire

failure rate, an unusually high adjustment rate, the subcommittee
finds, is good evidence that the tire has a problem in day to day use.

The intensity of competition in the tire mdustry prevents any one
company from maintaining for very long a set of policies on tire ad-
justments that is significantly more liberal, or more conservative,

than those of their competitors. A high adjustment rate imposes real

costs both on the manufacturer—accounting for and handling each
adjusted tire—and on the dealers—handling customers, storing tires,

carrying replacements in inventory, shipping adjusted tires to the

company, and burdensome paperwork. If companies are adjusting a
high proportion of tires, they do so only because they have to take care

of customers experiencing real tire problems. If dealers are replacing

four tires on a car when only one actually went bad, it is because the
problem with the bad tire was serious enough to cause the customer
to lose his faith in the remaining tires on the car.

The subcommittee concludes, therefore, that adjustment rates

significantly higher than the norm can be taken as evidence of serious

tire problems.

4- Adjustment rates jor the Firestone 500 Steel-Belted Radial tires

Firestone produced a total of 23,553,635 Steel Belted Radial 500
tires from 1972 through the first 3 months of 1978. Over the same pe-
riod of time, the company adjusted 4,124,354 tires, producing an

32-543 O - 78 - 4
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overall adjustment rate of 17.5 percent for the Firestone 500 Steel
Belted Radial.

Separating the ''old" or 5-rib design Steel Belted Radial 500 from
the "new" or 7-rib design produces the following adjustment rates:

TABLE 2.—OVERALL ADJUSTMENT RATE, FIRESTONE 500 STEEL-BELTED RADIAL TIRES, 1972-78

Adjustment
Number Number rate

produced adjusted (percent)

5rib 11,154,006 2,921,018 26.19
7 rib 12,399,629 1,203,336 9.7

Total 23, 553, 635 4, 124, 354 17.5

Source: Based on data supplied by Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

At the subcommittee's request, Firestone supplied year-by-year
breakdowns of the Steel Belted Radial 500 adjustment rate figures.

They appear as follows

:

TABLE 3.—PRODUCTION AND ADJUSTMENTS BY YEAR

TYPE TIRE: STEEL-BELTED RADIAL 500 (5 RIB)

Number of

Production* tires adjusted Percentage

Year produced:
1972. 1,100,348 373,147 33.91

1973 3,975.544 1,010,352 25.41
1974 4,730,451 1,061,981 22.45
1975 705,128 210,521 29.86

1976... - 229.431 26.898 8.98

1977 304.925 4.977 1.63
N 1978 38,138 23 .06

Total 11,154,006 22.687.899 ^24. 10

Adding the 2.09 percent to 24.10 percent produces these revised totals <. 11.154,006 2,921.018 26.19

> Number produced.

» In addition, there were adjustments of certain tires whose year of manufacture could not be determined. These ad-

justments totaled 2.09 percent of all tires manufactured over the total period of production.
» Production weighted.
* Line added by the subcommittee.

Source: Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

TABLE 4.—PRODUCTION AND ADJUSTMENTS BY YEAR

TYPE TIRE: STEEL-BELTED RADIAL 500 (7 RIB)

Number of

tires

Production! adjusted Percentage

Year produced:
1974 1.210.625 238.865 19.73
1975" " 4.388.110 612.389 13.95

1976 5,182.674 222.027 4.28

1977
'.".'.'. 1.618,458 12.239 .76

1978...! -238 20

Total 12,399.629 21,085,540 » 8. 75

Adding the 0.95 percent to the 8.75 percent produces these revised

totals* : - 12.399,629 1.203.340 9.70

» Number produced.
2 In addition, there were adjustments of certain tires whose year of manufacture could not be determined. These n ' i !

ments totaled 0.95 percent of all tires manufactured over the total period ol production.

* Production weighted.
* Lines added by subcommittee.

Source: Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
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The overall adjustment rate for the Firestone 500 Steel-Belted
Radial of 17.5 percent is at least two or three times the normally ex-

pected adjustment rate for steel-belted radial tires. The rate for the
5-rib Steel-Belted Radial 500, at 26.19 percent, approaches five times
the normal rate. These figures strongly imply a serious problem with
the Firestone 500 Steel-Belted Radial tire.

The year-by-year breakdown reflects extremely high rates of return
in the early years, reaching a peak rate, one of every three tires, in the
production year 1972. The sharp tapering off of the figures in both tire

lines beginning with tires produced in i976 reflects the fact that these

tires have not been on the road as long, and have not had as many
years for adjustment totals to accumulate. Not until 5 years after

production does the adjustment rate level off at a final or near-final

figure. This phenomenon is clear in table 5 which follows, showing ad-
justments for all lines of Firestone steel-belted radials for the period

1971 through the first 3 months of 1978.

5. Adjustment rates jor other Firestone Steel-Belted Radial tires

Table 5 shows total adjustments for all eight lines of Firestone

steel-belted radials, including the new premium Firestone 721 steel-

belted radial:
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Table 5 shows a gradual improvement over the production years
for which the returns are largely in; that is, through production year
1974. Roughly one of three tires produced in 1972 was adjusted, one of

four produced in 1973, and thus far one of five produced in 1974. Again,
it is too early to draw a conclusion on production from 1975 to the

present.

Subtracting the adjustment rate for the Steel-Belted Radial 500 from
Firestone's total adjustment rate produces the following comparison:

TABLE 6.-ADJUSTMENT RATE: "500" VERSUS OTHER FIRESTONE SBR's

Produced Returned Percentage

Total 53,951,992 5,8'5,675

4, 124, 354

1,681,321

10.76
SBR500... 23,553,635 17.50

All SBR without 500 30,389,357 5.53

Source: Based on data supplied by Fi.estone.

Without the Steel-Belted Radial 500, Firestone's production of

steel-belted radials experienced an adjustment rate well within the
expected normal range for steel-belted radial tires. More significantly,

the adjustment rate for the Steel-Belted Radial 500 is more than three
times the overall rate for all other steel-belted radials made by Fire-

stone, clearly indicating a problem with this particular tire.

6. Adjustment rates for steel-belted radials made by other tire companies

The subcommittee requested and received from seven other tire

companies data on adjustment rates for their steel-belted radials.

These data are summarized in table 7

:

TABLE 7.—STEEL BELTED RADIAL (SBR) ADJUSTMENT RATES—7 COMPANIES

Largest sell-

ing line

Year Overall SBR of SBR i

Company:
From 1972..

2 From 1973..

3 From 1972..

4 From 1973..

5 From 19752.

6 From 1973..

7 From 1972..

5.29 4.22
4.49 3.95
3.93 4.19
3.30 3.02
2.28 2.98
2.09 2.08
1.70 2.10

1 Excludes private label tires.

2 The company said its records for the period prior to 1975 have been discarded. The figures shown probably under-
state the adjustment rates considerably, for this reason.

Source: Responses of the companies to subcommittee requests.

The subcommittee has taken care to request comparable data,
presented in a common format, from each of the tire companies
surveyed. For instance, the data shown above reflect adjustments
for all causes, including adjustments for balance problems, road
hazards (generally discontinued in 1977), and customer satisfaction.

However, the data are not suitable for close comparison among com-
panies, because of difl'erences in policy, practice, and recordkeeping.
The subcommittee believes the figures are valid for the purposes of

the broad comparisons made in this report.
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7. What adjustment rate data suggest

The finding is inescapable that, on the basis of an imusually high
adjustment rate, the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial stands dra-
matically alone among all lines of steel belted radials surveyed by the
subcommittee, including other steel belted radials made by Firestone.
This finding ])oints to the existence of serious problems aifecting this

line of tires.

B. CLAIMS SETTLED BY CASH PAYMENTS

On or around August 10, 1975, Kenneth Wagner of Arlington, Va.
was heading north on Interstate 95 between Richmond and his home.
He was driving at 55 miles per hour in the fast lane. It was raining.

His boss was with him. Without warning, his right front tire, a Fire-

stone 500 Steel Belted Radial, exploded, shooting his car across two
lanes of traffic. He got the car safeW ofl' the road and discovered that
the entire tread had unwrapped itself from the tire when it blew out,

bending the fender, bumper, and door out of shape.
Mr. Wagner was particularly concerned because he had previously

experienced three failures of 500's on his car, despite careful main-
tenance, including close attention to tire inflation pressures and wheel
alignment.
An attorney representing Mr. Wagner filed a claim with Firestone

in Akron, seeking to recover the cost of repaning the damage to the

car, and the cost of new tires expressl}^ to be purchased from a

competitor of Firestone.

On August 28, 1975, Mr. Wagner allowed Firestone to take the

tire, a JR-78-15 made in 1974 at Firestone's Decatur, 111. plant, for

inspection. Firestone claims supervisor, Singletary H. Snyder, phoned
Mr. Wagner's attorney on November 6, 1975, to inform him that the

report from Firestone's regional service center in Philadelj)hia showetl

that the tire was defective. On this basis, Firestone, in February 1976,

sent a check for $481.50 to cover Mr. Wagner's losses.

Mr. Wagner provided the subcommittee with full documentation
of these events. On the basis of this case, the subcommittee wrote
to Firestone on May 3, 1978, requesting a rundown of all similar

cases.

Firestone responded to the subcommittee on May 23, 1978, with a

letter and comj)uter i)rintout summarizing Steel Belted Radial 500
claims settled b}' Firestone by cash payments between January 1, 1975,

and A})ril 1, 1978. The i)ayments range from $16 (to a Kentucky
motorist) to $108,000 (to a Texas driver). In its letter Firestone

sought to minimize the significance of the claims data by stating:

Our computer tabulation indicates that the chiims listed

in the computer printout were settled by a median payment
of $152. A typical claim, and 1 am sure you will recognize that

the low median figure of $152 confirms exactly this point, in-

volved minor (himage to the fender or fender area where a

tire disablement was experienced and most of the claims

were settled for amounts which enabled the user to have such
minor damage fully repaired.

Firestone did not volunteer in its letter that the mean or average

of the claims listed, as oi)posed to the median, is $251.23. Forty-nine
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of the claims listed were settled for amounts exceedin<^ $1,000, in-

dicating substantial damage, and in some cases, personal injury.

What was striking about Firestone's response was the number of

claims settled, in all 5,262 claims, a number exceedmg the total

number of customer complaints Firestone had suppHed to the sub-
committee, (approximately 4,700) covering roughly the same time
period (January 1975 through March 1978). (Firestone later ex-

plained this apparent anomaly b}^ pointing out that the 4,700 com-
plaints cover tires produced in 1975-77 only, while the settled claims
cover a larger population of tires, going back to 1972 production.)

Subsequently, the subcommittee requested and received from
Firestone a second printout, covering similar claims on all other
Firestone steel belted radials for the same time period. This printout
noted a total of 1,832 settled claims, roughly one-third the number on
record for the Steel Belted Radial 500, despite the fact that total

production of steel belted radials other than the 500 greatly exceeds
production of the 500. The data are summarized in the following

table

:

TABLE 8.—FIRESTONE STEEL-BELTED RADIAL CLAIMS SETTLED BY CASH PAYMENTS, JAN. 1, 1975, TO APR. 1, 1978

1971-78

production

Average
claim

Number
of claims

Total

payments

SBR500 23, 553, 635 J251.23
179.48

5,262
1,832

$1,321,992
All other SBR.. 30, 398, 357 328,814

Source: Based on data supplied to the subcommittee by Firestone.

These data on settled claims are further evidence of extraordinary
problems in the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial. Claims and adjust-
ment data show that the frequency of problems experienced by
owners of the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial exceed the problems
of Firestone's other steel belted radials by roughly the same multiple,

three.

C. INFORMATION CONTAINED IN LETTERS RECEIVED BY THE
SUBCOMMITTEE

The number of letters received by Chairman John Moss and the
subcommittee since the beginning of its hearings on steel belted
radial tires on May 19 totals 1,147.^ This is a substantial number,
by Subcommittee standards, and speaks with some force to the issue

of how widespread failures are of Steel Belted Radial 500 tires.

Most of the letters (834) concerned failures of the Firestone 500
Steel Belted Radial. These letters reported a total of 3,384 separate
tire failures, or an average of 4.06 failures per letter. The repetitive

nature of the failures also is a further suggestion of a recurring prob-
lem with the tires themselves. A summary tabulation of these letters

by category is presented in Appendix B.
Several of the letters are worthy of specific reference:

Individual residents of Huntsville, Alabama, Leighton, Penn-
sylvania, Coral Springs, Florida, and Lake Elsinore, California,

8 This is the total for letters addressed to Chairman Moss and the Subcommittee for the
period May 19 to Alj^ust S. 1978. It excludes the stacks of letters provided by NHTSA,
Firestone and others, and phone complaints received by the Subcommittee.
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each complained of 12 or more failures of various types, including
blowouts, of Firestone 500's on a single vehicle.

A letter from a Ft. Myers, Florida resident described two blow-
outs of Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials on his Cadillac while
it was at rest in his garage.
A letter from a North Carolina resident who for five years

ran a Shell Service Station off of Interstate 85 near Greensboro,
North Carolina, reported his extensive experience with failures
of Steel Belted Radial 500's.

A Tulsa, Oklahoma resident experienced three blowouts of

Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials within a two-hour period.
A Rochester, New York consumer experienced seven blowouts

of Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials, as well as two other 500
disablements.
The wife of a Firestone employee in Akron, Ohio disclosed her

problems with Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials on the
family car.

An administrator in a California school district reported
failures on two district-owned station wagons equipped with
Firestone 500's, which took place while the station wagons were
carrying teachers and students.

As a final example, a letter from an attorney in the territory of

Guam, representing four persons injured in an accident involving the
failure of a Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial reported on his findings

on adjustments of ''500's" on the island of Guam:
While initiating discovery in the lawsuit we requested produc-

tion of Firestone's defective tire report for Guam and we were
simply astounded at the number of defective Firestone 500
Steel Belted Radials that were located here. We took the deposi-

tion of one Richard Grant who works for the Firestone distributor

here and he said that they were adjusting approximately one
tire a day on Guam for the last several years and that at one
time they had a warehouse filled with approximately 1,000

defective Firestone tires.

. . . The main complaint has almost always been ])ly sei)ara-

tion or sidewall separation and it was his o])inion that the average
length of the mileage on a tire on Guam was 7,000 miles.

The tide of owner complaint letters does not in itself constitute

proof of a product defect. Yet the large quantity of letters, their

intensity, and the wealth of information on failures they contain,

reinforce indications from other sources of a serious and widely ex-

perienced problem or set of problems associated with the Firestone

500 Steel Belted Radial.

D. INFORMATION FROM TIRE DEALERS

At its hearings, the subcommittee hoard testimony from two
Firestone dealers. A number of other dealers provided information,

but did not testify. The final day of hearings conducted by the sub-
committee (July 10, 197S) was devoted to the experiences of dealers

confronted with the task of adjusting lai'ize numbers of Firestone 500
Steel Belted Radials.

Testifying before the subcommittee on May 19, dealer Robert L.

Buchanan of Aiken, South (^arolina, i)resente(l docununitation in-

dicating an adjustment api)roaching three returned tires for every
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four he purchased from Firestone, over a four-year period; many of

the returned tires, he said, were blowouts.
In my total 43 years experience with Firestone tires, I could

accurately expect to have to return between 2 and 4 percent of my
purchases as adjustments per year, with respect to various types
of Firestone tires. But during the period of time including 1974,

1975, 1976, and 1977, 1 returned to Firestone 72.68 percent of

the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial tires purchased as adjust-
ments. The tires returned included tires which we sold and also

original equipment tires which we adjusted.

The subcommittee requested the General Accounting Office (GAO)
to verify the adjustment rate of 72.68 percent reported by Mr.
Buchanan in his testimony. On the basis of a review of the documents
supplied to the subcommittee by Mr. Buchanan, the GAO recalcu-
lated the overall rate, and determined it to be 68.83 percent.^

In all, Mr. Buchanan experienced 1,177 returns and purchased
1,710 ''500's" in the 1974 through 1977 period. Mr. Buchanan esti-

mated in his testimony that perhaps 20 percent of the tires he took
back were ''original equipment" tires not sold by him.
A challenge by minority members of the subcommittee to the

credibility of this witness during the hearings, based on his current
involvement in financial disputes with Firestone, had no bearing on
the calculation of his adjustment rate. The GAO verified this rate on
the basis of reviewing invoices and credit memos covering Mr. Buchan-
an's transactions, all of which were Firestone company documents.
Ed Stocker, a longstanding member of the Firestone team (16 years

with the company in Akron and on the West Coast and eight years
as a dealer in good standing in Modesto, California), testified to an
adjustment rate four times his normal experience in the period from
October 1974 to the present, ''a large portion" of which he attributed
to the particular problems with the Steel Belted Radial 500. In all,

Mr. Stocker took back 6,624 tires of the 500 type (Steel Belted Radial
500, ''new" Steel Belted Radial 500, and also the Steel Belted Radial
TPC) constituting 64 percent of all tire adjustments he made during
this period.

Mr. Stocker also described his efforts to sound an early warning on
the 500 to the responsible Firestone executives in Akron, many of

whom he knew personally, beginning in April 1976. He testified that
Firestone's efforts to improve the 500 in 1976 and 1977—until the
introduction of the improved Firestone 721 Steel Belted Radial

—

were inadequate. Prior to testifying, he had recommended several
times to Firestone's management that all 500's be recalled.

The subcommittee's hearings explored a revealing statement made
in a document describing recommendations to Firestone from its 1977
National Dealer Advisory Council. ^^ The document characterized
problems with the Steel Belted Radial 500 as "enormous."

In view of the quantity of radial tire adjustments . . . we
know that Firestone is aware of the enormous problems we
are having and feel you must come up with a program so that
both Firestone and the dealers can have some credibility

» The discrepancy was attributable to the Inclusion in the tally of returned 500's of 52
Steel Belted Radial 721 tires listed on a form along with 500's, according to the GAO.
i^The document, initially offered to the Subcommittee during testimony of Firestone

dealer Robert Buchanan on May 19, was extensively discussed during the fourth day of the
hearings (July 10, 1978).

32-543 O - 78 - 5
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with the pubhc. We feel that we are experiencing as many
problems with the ''TPC" and the new 500 tires as we did
with the old 500 .. .

Firestone's dealers, as represented by the Council, made this rec-

ommendation in June of 1977, well before the problem was the subject
of widespread press coverage. This provides additional confirmation of

the existence of problems especially affecting the Firestone 500 Steel

Belted Radial and a similar tire, the Firestone Steel Belted Radial
TPC,aswe]L"i^

E. FLEET OPERATOR EXPERIENCE wIth FIRESTONE 500

STEEL BELTED RADIAL TIRES

Perhaps the most striking testimony heard by the subcommittee
during its 4 days of hearings was offered by the director of purchasing
of Pacific Theatres Inc., a Los Angeles-based movie theater firm.

Pacific Theatres provides company cars to 40 of its district managers
and theater operation executives, who use them throughout southern
California. Most of Pacific Theatres cars purchased or leased from
1973 to 1978 were Ford LTD's, which have come equipped with
Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials.

After more than 20 failures, involving many near accidents, Pacific

Theatres' Phil Shimmin told the subcommittee:

[I] reached the point [in late 1977] where I could not ignore
the possibility that the tires in general might be defective in

design * * *
. In February 1978, I decided to replace all Fire-

stone tires on all vehicles regardless of condition, tire mileage,

or age of vehicle. This decision [was] costly in dollars, but I

believe prudent and in the best interest of the safety of our
employees * * * several frightening experiences were endured
by our personnel, some of whom have refused to drive any
vehicle equipped with Firestone steel belted radial tires.

Mr. Shimmin testified that his company and its emplo^^ees are told

to follow a thorough routine in car and tire maintenance, and that this

maintenance, which Mr. Shimmin said is performed at a central

location, is documented in invoices supplied to the subcommittee.
This witness won the support of both Democratic and Republican

members of the subcommittee who complimented him and his company
for ''having no ax to grind whatsoever," and for being "completely
objective."

The subcommittee has surveyed the major fleet-operating car rental

firms in the United States, including Hertz, Avis, and others. Un-
fortunately, the recordkeeping practices of the rental companies,
and of other fieet operators contacted during the subcommittee's
investigation, do not permit them to generate and submit useful

information to the subcommittee.
The subcommittee also heard from a second fleet operator in Califor-

nia, Greyhound Exposition Services in San Francisco, who reported

30 to 40 Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial tire failures on a fleet of

11 The Firestone Steel Belted Radial TPC Is a variation of the 500 made for General
Motors, and built to General Motors specifications. "TPC" stands for "technical performance
criteria."
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eight 1975 Ford LTD wagons between 1975 and 1978. This firm has
since switched to brands other than Firestone and has experienced no
comparable problems with them.

II. Findings

Evidence presented in this chapter from numerous sources, includ-

ing Firestone's own data on tire faihires, points to one clear finding:

no matter what source the subcommittee consulted, the failures

experienced with Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial tires were sub-
stantially more widespread—with frequently hazardous results

—

than for any other tire, including other steel belted radials made by
Firestone.



CHAPTER III

Which Tires Are Affected?

Firestone has produced eight Hnes of steel belted radials, as shown
in table 9. Adjustment rates, as supplied by Firestone, are also shown. ^^

TABLE 9—PRODUCTION DATA, SBR TIRES MANUFACTURED BY FIREST NE, 1971-77

Total by Adjustment
Tire line tire line rate

Steel-belted radial 812,336 2,32
SBR 500 (5 rib) 11,154,006 26.19
SBR 500(7 rib) 12,399,629 9.70
SBRTPC... - 16,869,920 7.59
Radial V-1 STL 2,993,012 10.17
CavallinoSBR 511,782 8.04
T. &C.SBR 1,467,967 1.25
SBR 721 7,687,522 .13

Total 53,951,992 10.76

Source: Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. (adjustment rates are based on data supplied by Firestone).

I. The Old or ''5-Rib" Steel-Belted Radial 500

On the basis of its 26.19 percent adjustment rate, which is at least

four times the norm, the "old" Steel-Belted Radial 500 (5-rib tread

design), produced from 1972 through May of 1978, is a clear candidate
for recall. While the subcommittee acknowledges that adjustment
rates, in and of themselves, are not definitive indicators of failure

rates, a rate of 26.19 percent, which approaches five times a normal
rate for steel-belted radial tires, raises a virtually unrebuttable pre-

sumption of defect. Even if only a third ^^ of the nearly 3 million tires

12 This chapter of the report cites adjustment rate figures extensivelj-. The subcommittee
recognizes, as discussed in the previous chapter, that high adjustment rates are at best
indications that a problem exists, and not proof of the problem.
" The subcommittee believes that this is a conservative estimate, based on breakdowns

of adjustments provided by other tire companies. The subcommittee has requested the same
breakdowns from Firestone, but they have not been received as of this writing.

(28)
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in this line adjusted over the years was taken back for product failure

reasons, as opposed to road hazard or customer satisfaction reasons,
the number of failures would approach a million. Other evidence,
including data on claims settled by Firestone by means of cash pay-
ments, suggests that a large number of these failures occurred on the
road, causing damage to humans and property.
The recent years of production of this tire hne should also be

recalled, despite an apparent improvement in adjustment data since

1975 (table 10a). Note that the adjustment history for any given
year of production runs 5 years or more, and is therefore not complete
for these tires. Therefore, lower adjustment figures for these recent
years do not necessarily suggest that the problems of the old 500 have
diminished. For example, looking at 1976 production, returns for the
first 2 years alone (1976 and 1977) brought back 7.78 percent of the
tires produced, including more than 2 percent which came back in

1976, the year of production.

II. The New or '7-Rib" Steel-Belted Radial 500

Should the ''new" Steel-Belted Radial 500 (7-rib tread design) be re-

called? This tire line has not been in production long enough to pro-

vide a clear indication of its eventual full adjustment record. Note
that 19.73 percent of 1974 production has already come back, along
with nearly 14 percent of 1975 production, and that the rate for the

1975's is climbing through 1977 according to table 10b provided by
Firestone (table 10b).

Again the appearance of lower adjustment rates for recent years of

production does not necessarily mean fewer failures. It reflects, in

large part, the incompleteness of the returns.

Another factor makes the adjustment rate for the ''new" 500 look
better than it reallv is. This is the inclusion in the adjustment figures

of the "new" 500 o'f 1,235,000 tires built beginning in late 1976 to the

specifications of the "new generation" Firestone 721 Steel-Belted

Radial tire. Firestone has included these tires in the adjustment
figures for the 500 because the tires are labeled "500" on the sidewall.

Tires built with 721 construction have an extremely low adjustment
rate to date, one-tenth of 1 percent. The inclusion of these 721's

labeled as 500's artificially lowers the adjustment rate figures for the

Firestone 500 Steel-Belted Radial (7 rib). Eliminating the 1,235,000
500's with 721 construction would make the adjustment rate for the

remaining "new" 500's approximately 10.7 percent. Since Firestone

cannot tell with certainty which "500's" built during the 1976 and
early 1977 period have the internal characteristics of the 721's and
which do not, a recall of non-721-type 500's only is not possible.
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Several factors point strongly to the need to include the 7-rib

Firestone 500 Steel-Belted Radials in a recall of other Firestone 500
Steel-Belted Radials:

(1) the total number of tires adjusted for the ''new" Firestone
500 Steel-Belted Radials approaches the total for all non-Firestone
500 Steel-Belter Radials, as shown in table 11.

TABLE 11

Returns Percentage

7-rib Firstone 500 SBR . 1 203 340 9 70
All Firestone SBR's (excluding the 500 5 and 7 rib) 1,682,428 5.53

Source: Based on data supplied by Firestone.

(2) As shown in table 12, the two lines of steel-belted radial

500's make up about 44 percent of Firestone's total production
of steel-belted radials, but together account for 71 percent of

the total adjustments.
TABLE 12

Production

Percentage
of total

production Returns

Percentage of

total returns

SBR 500 (both lines). .. 23, 553, 635 44
56

4, 124, 354

1,681.321

71

Other Firestone SBR 30,398,357 29

Total 53,951,992 100 5,805,675 100

Source: Based on data supplied by Firestone.

(3) In the public's mind, the distinction between the "old"
an(l ''new" Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial tire Hnes may not
be easily understood. The sidewall trade name labeHng on each
is identical. Both continued in production through 1977, and both
were produced from 1974 through 1977. Both were sold as Fire-

stone's top-of-the-line tire. It would therefore be difficult to

convince owners of any 500's not included in a recall that their

tires ma}^ be less hazardous and therefore weren't included in the

recall.

(4) Firestone itself groups both the 5-rib and 7-rib Steel Belted
Radial 500's into what it calls the "first generation" steel belted

radial, suggesting they share a common technology.

For the j)receding reasons, all Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials
should be grouped together and all should be recalled.

III. Should the TPC Be Included?

Many dealers reported to the subcommittee that their problems
with the Firestone Steel Belted Radial TPC were just as aggravating

as problems with the "5-rib" and "7-rib" Firestone 500 Steel Belted

Radial lines. In addition, the National Dealer Advisor^^ Council in

1977 recommended extending a special rebate ])rogram (then applied

only to the 5-rib Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial) to both tlie 7-rib

Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial and the Firestone Steel Belted

Radial TPC.
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However, adjustment rate information supplied to the subcom-
mittee by Firestone does not suggest that the problems with the TPC
are nearly as frequent as those with the 500, as shown in the following
table

:

TABLE 13

Production Returns Percentage

All SBR 500's

TPC
23,553,635
16,869,920

4, 124, 354

1, 279. 639
17.5
7.59

Source: Based on data supplied by Firestone.

The TPC, as a tire line, show^s up better in adjustment rate data
than all Firestone steel belted radials overall, 7.59 percent for the
TPC versus 10.76 percent for all Firestone steel belted radial tires.

It is only slightly w^orse than the average for all Firsetone steel

belted radials without the two lines of Firestone 500 Steel Belted
Radials (7.59 percent versus 5.53 percent).

Finally, Firestone has stated that the internal construction of the
TPC is in some respects different from that of the 500. The significance

of these differences is not yet well established. A decision on a recall

of the TPC tire line should be made as soon as more is known about
it. A recall of the Firestone 500 should be ordered immediately,
however, without awaiting the outcome of the decision on the TPC.

IV. Lines of Steel Belted Radials Produced by Other Tire
Companies

The subcommittee has reviewed data provided by tire companies
other than Firestone. We have not found evidence in this data of

problems with other lines of steel belted radials as serious as those of

the Firestone 500. The subcommittee recommends that NHTSA con-
tinue to monitor the performance records of all types of steel belted
radial tires.

V. Conclusion

For these reasons, the subcommittee believes a recall of the Fire-

stone 500 Steel Belted Radial, 5-rib and 7-rib, and other tires w^th
identical internal construction, should be conducted immediatel3\^^
NHTSA should, at the same time, conclude its inquiry into w^hether
other lines of steel belted radials also need to be recalled, including
the Firestone Steel Belted Radial TPC.

1* For example, the Montgomery Ward Grappler II (8,000 series) and the Super Shell
Steel Radial, should be included.



CHAPTER IV

Tire Failures: A Defect or Owner Maintenance Problem?

The principal findings of the first two chapters of this report are:

(1) failures of Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial tires carry
with them the potential for accidents, injuries, and death; such
failures are therefore inherently safet^^-related ; and

(2) these failures have happened by the thousands and are
likely to continue to occur.

This chapter will explore the question of what is wrong with the tires.

I. Must a Common Flaw Be Found in All Tires Affected To
Warrant a Recall?

The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 as

amended (the "Act") ^^ which authorizes recalls, requires the showing
of a ''defect which . . . relates to motor vehicle safety" ^^ as a pre-

requisite to a recall.

The act defines ''motor vehicle safet}^" as "the performance of

motor vehicles or motor vehicle equipment [which includes tires] in

such a manner that the public is protected against the unreasonable
risk of accidents occurring as a result of the design, construction or

performance of motor vehicles * * *." ^^ The act further defines

"defect" as including "any defect in performance, construction,

components, or materials in motor vehicles or motor vehicle equip-
ment." ''

The important element to note in these definitions is that a showing
of a safety-related performance problem, or a large number of faihires

in use, is sufficient to establish the need for a recall under the law. With
regard to tires, this means that no need exists to show any particular

abnormalit}' in the chemical makeup, adhesion i)roperties, or other
technical characteristics of the tire. What must be shown is that i)er-

formance failures are widespread, that the failures create an unreason-
able risk of accidents, injuiy, or death, and, for ])ractical purposes in

defining the sco])e of recall, that some identifiable group of tires is par-

ticularly afiected. It is sometimes helpful, in determining which tires

are affected, to know whether a particidar defect in design or manu-
facture exists. If the defect can be traced to an ingredient or a process

used for a certain period of time, or at a certain production facility,

then a recall may be limited accordingly. But it is not essential to a

finding of a defec^t to pinj)()int the j)re(;ise cause or causes, if a clear

pattern of safety-related failures is j)resent in a definable grouj) of tires.

Recent court decisions have confirmed this understanding of the

law on recalls. The 1977 case of the U.S. v. General Motors,^'^ on the

1" in U.S.C. § 1381 ot seq.
join U.S.C. 8 1411 (1).
17 If) U.S.C. § i:»il (1). lEinplmsis juUUmI.]
i«15 U.S.C. §1391(11). I

Emphasis added.]
i» United States v. General Motors, 565 F.lid 754 (U.S.C.A., DC ; 1977).

(34)
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steering defect in 1959 and 1960 Cadillacs, is particularly instructive.

In that case, General Motors admitted to failures of the ''pitman
arm," a critical part of the steerin^: linkas^e. GM ar<^ued that the
defect was not safety related, however, insisting]: that despite sudden
and total loss of steering when the arm failed, failures occurred only
at low speeds and did not present a risk of accidents.

Firestone, like General Motors, acknowledges ''a relatively high
incidence" of failures, in Firestone's case, radial tire disablements,
including those of the Firestone 500 Steel-Belted Radials. Firestone,

unlike General Motors, does not appear to be contestin^^: the safety
relatedness of the failures, but asserts that safety-related disablements
in and of themselves do not constitute a performance defect under
the act, without a further definition of the defect, based upon a ''com-

parative scientific evaluation of the design, construction, or per-

formance characteristics of the Steel-Belted Radial 500 with radial tires

of other manufacture." However, the court in the General Motors case

imposed no such requirement. In a brief opinion, ^° it cited only (1) a
significantly higher replacement part sales rate for the pitman arm in

the period in question; (2) the occurrence of failures while the affected

models were being driven; and (3) that failure causes loss of control

of the vehicle. All of these elements are present in the case of the

Firestone 500 Steel-Belted Radial.

Firestone's attempt to show that the performance defect provisions

of the act do not apply to tire failures is unpersuasive. The extended
legal argument over the meaning of a performance defect, which is

likely to continue in this case, should not lead the NHTSA or Firestone
to lose sight of the fundamental purpose of the auto safety act: ^^

Congress hereby declares that the purpose of this act is to

reduce traffic accidents and deaths and injuries to persons re-

sulting from traffic accidents.

For whatever the reasons, certain Firestone steel-belted radial

tires are leaving a trail of accidents, injuries, and deaths across this

country which speak for themselves. Firestone and NHTSA should
join in an effort to rid the Nation's highways of the affected tires, for

that reason alone, at the earliest possible date.

II. What's Wrong With the Tires?

The subcommittee has not sought extensive evidence or testimony
on the technical aspects of problems with the Firestone 500 Steel-

Belted Radial tires. This is in part a reflection of the act, which does
not require a showing of a specific design defect or failure mode.

However, the subcommittee believes it is useful to present evidence
it has collected on what is wrong with the "500", to create as complete
a record as possible on the issues of this case.

In subsection A, which follows, the subcommittee first presents
evidence for recalling the "500" based upon Firestone's acknowledge-
ment that the "500" was not built to withstand normal user treat-

ment of tires.

20 Ibid., p. 755.
2115 U.S.C. § 1381.
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A. SEVERE MISMATCH BETWEEN PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
500'S AND KNOWN USER MAINTENANCE PRACTICES

The subcommittee believes that its hearing record, and evidence
contained in letters received from the public establish that Firestone
500 Steel-Belted Radials frequently fail on the road even with the
most careful tire maintenance, including close attention to cold tire

inflation pressure.

Firestone asserts, however, that if radial tires fail it is primarily
because owners run on them with low inflation pressures. If it is the
case that Firestone 500 Steel-Belted Radials fail in significant numbers
for this reason, the subcommittee believes that this fact in itself can
support the finding of a performance defect within the meaning of

the act.^^ The subcommittee's finding is based on the following
factors

:

(1) Firestone knows, and has known since soon after the Firestone
500 Steel-Belted Radial was put into use, that this line of tires is es-

pecially sensitive to conditions of maintenance and use. Firestone
testified in hearings before the subcommittee that

:

Because of its radically different construction and much
longer life, the steel-belted radial tire is not as forgiving of in-

service abuse as the bias or bias-belted tire, and the very real

performance advantages of the radial construction cannot be
achieved without proper and constant attention to mainte-
nance of the tire, particularly cold tire inflation pressures.

Driving on underinflated radial tires can, and often does,

lead to radial tire disablements of various kinds.

Firestone's awareness of several related points is crucial to this

issue

:

(a) Firestone knew at least as early as 1973 that large numbers of

low mileage tires were being returned to dealers for various reasons,

as can be seen in table 10a. In that year, 5.48 percent of Firestone's

1972 production of over a million Steel-Belted Radial 500's were ad-

justed, including many for failure problems.^^

(b) Firestone engineer Robert Lee, testifying at subcommittee
hearings on May 23, 1978, on the issue of exactly how sensitive the

tires are to underinflation, said that:

[T]he threshold of trouble [h^^^.. ^i [w]hen you are off more
than 4 pounds—under more than 4 pounds.
When we get into the range of 6 or 8 pounds, trouble for

sure.

(c) Further, Firestone indicated in its j)repared statement to the

subcommittee that the damage caused by running tires underinflated

is "irreversible," a fact not known to the general public.

(2) However, Firestone is well aware of the maintenance habits of

the driving j^ublic, including the propensity of some consumers to

disregard their tire inflation pressure. Its submissions to the sub-

conmiittee and to NHTSA have cited studies showing underinflation

to be a widespread and longstanding prac^tice:^*

MThe National Traffic and Motor Vohlclo Safoty Act of 1966. 15 U.S.C. 1,391.
'" TlH' subcommlttro has requested the precise number of failure problems Included In

these adjustments, but has vet received this tlpure.
a* Firestone letter to NHTSA, Feb. 10, 1978, p. 10.
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[S]everal studies undertaken by both the Government
and industry have clearly established that a very significant

percentage of all radial tires in service are being driven grossly

underinflated, and a small but nonetheless significant num-
ber of such tires are being driven at dangerously high in-

flation pressures. While we would like to think of this

consumer misunderstanding or indifference to inflation

pressures as a problem of the past, unfortunately more recent

studies including one undertaken by the lUinois Institute

of Technology Research during the winter and summer on
vehicles in the Chicago area indicates that approximately
29 percent of all steel belted radial tires are being driven
significantly underinflated (4 to 16 pounds per square inch)

while another 2 percent of such tires are being driven at

dangerously high (70 to 90 pounds per square inch) infla-

tion pressures.

The Government study referred to in this passage is a highly
regarded and widely quoted study performed by the National Bureau
of Standards in 1970,^^ which found that more than one out of four
cars had at least one seriously underinflated tire.

(3) Firestone is aware, moreover, that even conscientious drivers

may find it impossible to maintain proper tire inflation, because of

commonly found margins of error from 2 to 4 pounds per square inch
in tire pressure gages in common use.

Thus the margin of error on some gauges may exceed the safe

inflation range of the tires. The result is that some owners might be
carefully inflating their tires to hazardous pressures.

The implications of these factors for Firestone are clear. Firestone
has marketed, and continues to sell a tire it knows and fully expects
will experience failures. Such tires are ill-suited for their intended
purpose; a high level of disablements can be expected. These tires

therefore contain what the subcommittee views as an obvious
performance defect.

Firestone cites its efforts to educate users of the 500 to its peculiar

vulnerabilities, but the act does not recognize ''consumer education"
as a remedy for performance shortcomings that may exist. The act
seeks to require products which conform to the needs of the public.

It does not contemplate changing people's ways to conform to the
needs of products. Moreover, the law generally imposes a duty on
manufacturers to anticipate consumer abuse as an expected product
use.^®

Aside from user education, Firestone has also pursued, rather
vigorously, the development of a steel belted radial that will stand up
to such expected abuse. Firestone appears to be producing a ''second

generation" steel belted radial, the 721, which is capable of withstand-
ing the abuse. Implicit in the development of the 721 is Firestone's

recognition of an obligation to match its products to known consumer
practices.

23 Harvey and Brenner, "Tire Use Survey : The Physical Condition, Use, and Performance
of Passenger Car Tires in the United States, ' NBS Technical Note 528. May 1970.

28 See, for example, Larsen v. General Mortors Corp., 391 F.2d 495 (U.S. Ct. App., 8th
Clr. 1978).
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However, Firestone has still to meet its responsibility for tires it

acknowledges do not match well-known consumer maintenance
practices. For man}' of these tires, irreversible damage may alread}^

have occurred, so that no amount of user education can effectively

enable consumers to protect themselves against substantial risks of

accidents, injuries, and ultimately fatalities, arising from continued
use of these tires. In this case, the only way to achieve the purposes of

the 1966 act, to reduce accidents, injuries, and death, is to view the
ill-suited design of the 500 as a type of performance defect, and, on a
showing of widespread failures, conduct an appropriate recall.

POSSIBLE MODES OF FAILURE

1. Separation from running underinflated.

The subcommittee notes that Firestone has supplied an apt descrip-

tion of one failure mode of the Steel Belted Radial 500, described in

this passage as a characteristic of all steel belted radials: ^^

A tire in service is constantly being deformed against the
surface of the road. As the tire is pressed on the road, it is

flexed and extended, the distribution of the stresses created
varying with the load and particular tire construction. Rapid
and extreme flexing of an underinflated or damaged tire

causes unusual and unevenly distributed stresses in the tire

and generates heat, the enemy of both rubber and its adhesive
properties. The degrading effect of excessive heat and stress

in an underinflated steel belted tire will normally be concen-
trated at the point in the tire where it is most vulnerable,

namely, where the steel cord is bonded to the rubber. If the

stress and heat are severe enough, separations will eventually
occur in the tire. These effects of underinflation are, more-
over, irreversible, and a tire which has been damaged as a re-

sult of having been run underinflated for a period of time may
well fail because of such cumulative damage even after the

tire has been brought up to proper inflation.

If, despite considerable efforts by the tire industry to alert

motorists to the need for attention to tire maintenance, in-

cluding proper cold tire inflation pressures, the NHTSA still

finds that a significant number of tires are being driven as

much as 10 psi below their recommended inflation pressures.

It is not surprising that there has been a relatively high inci-

dence of radial tire disablements, or that the NHTSA— and
the various tire manufacturers have received a number of

consumer complaints concerning radial tire performance.

The subcommittee has no reason to doubt the validity of this des-

cription. We disagree only with Firestone's conclusion that what
exists is a user problem, and suggest that what Firestone describes

above is more aptly viewed as a problem with the tires.
^^

2. Moisture penetration of the steel belts

P^irestone has described a second failure mode: ^®

^ Statpment of tlio Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. before the National Highway Traffic

Safety A<Jmlnlstratlon. Auk. «. 1078. i^). 22-23.
2« Firestone's (les(rir)tlon also falls to account for the vastly higher number of failures

experienced by the Firestone Steel Belted Radial "500" In comparison to other lines of

radials produced by Firestone.
» Firestone letter to NHTSA, Feb. 10, 1978, p. 10.
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A second type of inservice misuse which burdened first

generation steel belted radial tires was the theretofore un-
recognized phenomenon of road corrosive pickup. More specif-

ically, sometime after the introduction of steel cord belts it

was learned that the minute punctures and cuts which nor-

mally penetrate a tire's tread on into the belt area (but do
not affect the tire's air chamber integrity or otherwise cause

any structural damage to the tire), absorbed minute amounts
of water and road corrosives which were brought into direct

contact with the steel belts. Limited to the areas of immediate
puncture, this moisture would not cause anything other than
minute areas of degradation in the case of synthetic fabrics.

However, older wire cord twists acted as capillaries, which
carried the corrosives up one cord ending, down the other, and
so on with resulting massive belt rusting or tread ''distorts."

Salt patch tests conducted at Fort Stockton indicate that this

road hazard type damage was common to all domestically

produced tires.

The result of rusting belts is tire failure. Again, Firestone's charac-

terization of this phenomenon as ''misuse" is not apt. Clearly, a

driver may not even be aware of the small cuts in his tire that can
permit moisture to reach the steel belts. The vulnerability of the belts

to moisture is a tire defect, apparently affecting the Firestone Steel

Belted Radial 500 more frequently than any other tire lines.

3. Deterioration in Storage

The subcommittee has taken note of recent press reports about
1975 Firestone "indoor" tire tests. The tests were performed by
Firestone's Development Department on Firestone 500 Steel Belted
Radials and numerous other tire lines, including tires made by other

companies. These tests show low mileage failures on tires put in use

after they have been kept in storage. The subcommittee has obtained
the test results in question and is currently interpreting them.^°

4. Other Separation

In almost all cases of tire failure brought to the subcommittee's
attention, the failure involved internal components of the tires which
had come apart from each other. Numerous test reports describing

this process, some conducted directly for the subcommittee, are in

the subcommittee's files. In the view of the subcommittee, the com-
ponents should not separate from each other on a regular basis in a

safe tire, even if the tire is subjected to abuse. All manufacturers
should anticipate normal owner abuse when designing tires. In the

case of the 500, Firestone did not.

It is not the subcommittee's purpose in this report to determine
exactly why the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial tire fails, or why it

fails more frequently than other steel belted radials. We have offered

these descriptions only to suggest that explanations exist for the

many failures of the Firestone 500 radial tire.

30 The use of numerous abbreviations In the test summary has required the subcommittee
to request further information on the summary sheets. This information has not yet been
received.
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III. Conclusion

The subcommittee believes that all Steel Belted Radial 500 tires

should be immediately recalled because they contain a ''performance
defect" within the meaning of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle
Safety Act of 1966. The subcommittee believes that the severe mis-
match between the tire's maintenance requirements for safe perform-
ance, on the one hand, and the known maintenance practices of the
motoring public, on the other, leading to significantly more frequent
failures for the "500" tire lines than for other steel belted radial tires,

constitutes such a performance defect. What Firestone asserts to be
an owner problem is in reality a tire problem.

Firestone, having produced a tire with unusual vulnerability to

poor owner maintenance, owed a duty to inform the public of this

fact, beginning in 1972. In the view of the subcommittee, Firestone's

efforts in this regard were too little and came too late.



CHAPTER V

Firestone's Explanations : An Assessment

Firestone officials have advanced a set of reasons they beUeve fully

explain j)roblems with the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial. Among
their explanations, two have been frequently repeated

:

(a) tire users have failed to maintain proper tire inflation

pressures, leading to tire ''disablements"; and
(b) media coverage has played up alleged problems, stuTing

up concern which would not otherwise exist.

Firestone stated, in testimony before the subcommittee on May
23, 1978:

Any problems associated with this tire are not problems
resulting from any deficiency in the design or manufacture of

the tire itself, but rather, from the maintenance habits of a

large portion of American motorists and, more recently, from
the adverse and erroneous publicity the tire has received,

problems which have been created and aggravated by circum-
stances beyond Firestone's control.

Firestone has also offered additional explanations for the higher
than ordinary adjustment rate for the "500," including the followmg:

Firestone's larger production of steel belted radials when the tire

first came into heavy demand for installation on new cars;

The longer life of radials allowing for greater opportunity for

disablement;
The problems owners had in adjusting to the "underinfiated look"

of a radial [owners were told not to be concerned if the tire looked a
little flat] ; and
The fact that Firestone extended more liberal adjustment policies

for the "500's" as its top-of-the-line tire.

I. Underinflation

The peculiar vulnerability of the Steel Belted Radial 500 to under-
inflation had been explored in the preceding chapter's discussion of

whether the 500 contains a particular defect in design. That discussion

found that a significant mismatch existed between the normal tire

maintenance habits of the average owner and the tire's requirements.
It concluded that the tire is so ill suited for its intended uses that it

must be regarded as defective.

For a number of additional reasons, Firestone's offer of underin-
flation as an explanation lor its higher adjustment rate of the 500
cannot be accepted

:

(1) Firestone cannot conceivably claim to have cornered more than
its share of this Nation's underinflators as purchasers of the "500."

Underinflation might account for some, but not all, of the high
adjustment rate for the "500".

(41)
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(2) Information from a number of tire dealers received by the
subcommittee during its investigations undercuts the underinflation
theory. Several dealers initiated contact with the subcommittee in

reaction to Firestone's claim that underinflation was the cause of the
*'500's" problems.
For example, independent tire dealer John Mayo, from Nashville,

said he was prompted to phone the subcommittee b\^ an article appear-
ing in the Wall Street Journal on June 23, 1978, which quoted a
Firestone official as blaming the tire's problems on underinflation.
Mr. Mayo said that if that were the case, he would be having similar
problems with other tires he sells, including Dunlops, Michelins, and
Goodyears, which he said are also run underinflated. But he is not.
Mr. Mayo said his customers experienced 476 failures out of 1,329
Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials purchased at his dealership through
the end of 1975.

Ed Campbell, a former Shell service station dealer from North
Carolina put his reaction to Firestone's claim more bluntly

:

When he [the Firestone official] pinpointed it to one cause,

I knew he was blowing a lot of smoke.

Other dealers, speaking from their direct experience, pointed to

recurring problems with the Firestone ''500" tires, which they at-

tributed to the way the tire was made, or to moisture-caused rusting
of the belts,^^ and not to underinflation.

Only a minority of dealers contacting the subcommittee reported
problems as significant with other brands of steel belted radials,

and even those dealers ranked the Firestone '^500" as a chief trouble-

maker. For example. Lex Brodie, in sales and service for 20 years
in Hawaii, wrote that his main tire store in Honolulu exj)erienced the
following tire problems, in the period from April 17, 1978, through
June 30.^1978:

TABLE 14

Reasons For Replacement

Normal Premature
wear out wear out Premature

(units) (units) wear out Defective tires

(bald (uneven (units) Percent

Brand name tires) wear) (miscel-

laneous)

Separations Units defective

Continental— 7 19 20 41 87 47
Pirelli . - 47 8

26
1

7

31

47

87
143

36
Firestone 63 33
Dunlop 23 13 1 15 52 29
Goodyear 83 45 5 47 180 26
Uniroyal 87 28 7 34 156 22
General 5 10 . 2 17 12

Goodrich 29 16 5 6 54 11

Michelin 194 46 66 3 309 1

Bridgestone 11 10 22

All others 102 50 6 61 219 28

1,326 ..

Source: Letter from Lex Brodie, dated July 10, 1978.

Mr. Bro(Ue did not boheve that the Firestone 500 Steel Belted

Radial should bo singled out for investigation. However, data ])rcsented

in table 14, which Mr. Brodie admits is based on a limited sample,

show Firestone's steel belled radials tied lor the lead in number of

81 This problem la discussed In chapter 4.
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defective tires, causing more problems on a percentage basis than any
company with as many or more total units returned to the store.

(3) The subcommittee has received evidence from numerous con-
sumers, and taken testimony from several witnesses, who have docu-
mented unusual failure records with the "500's" despite careful tire

maintenance, including close attention to inflation pressures.

In short, Firestone's underinflation argument simply fails to ex-

plain the failure rate history of the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial.

11. Media Coverage as a Source of the Problem

Firestone asserted on May 23, 1978, in testimony before the sub-
committee, that "problems with the Firestone 500 Steel Belted
Radial result not from any defect, but from owner abuse and more
recently, from the adverse and enormous publicity the tire has
received." Representative Collins amplified this argument during
hearings on July 10, 1978:

If you will give a [brand] name and you will cite something
[a problem], everybody who has a problem just thinks,

''That's me, brother * * *" j think the very fact you have
been singled out would tend to make you come out [as

showing a greater problem].

Chairman Moss responded

:

When I talk of rates, I am not talking about somethmg
stimulated by these heanngs. I am talking about the figures

which the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. has supplied to

this committee, the figures supplied by each of the other
manufacturers of tires. In no way are we reflecting any mad
rush of consumers to complain or adjust.

Now those figures * * * statistical data upon which
this committee is making a judgment, [are] supplied in each
instance and have been from the beginning by the industry
itself and it reflects back over the period of time [to 1972]
that we have requested the information from the companies.

It is simple enough, in resolving this claim, to note that evidence
of serious failure problems—including tire dealer communications to

Firestone cited in chapter 2—predates the 1977-1978 period of wide-
spread coverage in the news media.
The subcommittee concludes, therefore, that media attention has

merely reflected a very real preexisting problem with these tires,

rather than creating it.

III. Other Explanations

None of Firestone's additional explanations, with one exception,

suggest factors on which there are any differences between Firestone
and other tire companies. The longer life of radials, the owner main-
tenance problems caused by telling consumers not to worry about
the naturally underinflated look of radials, and liberal adjustment
policies for top-of-the-line tires, are shared by all producers of steel

belted radials, and therefore fail to account for Firestone's uniquely
high failure rates. It is worth noting that other companies, in reporting
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adjustment data to the subcommittee, were able to state the propor-
tion of adjustments attributable to ''special policy" or ''customer
satisfaction" adjustments. These adjustments accounted for a major
proportion of adjustments for all companies, making it unlikely that
Firestone's figures are distinguishable because they contain more
"policy adjustments" than the figures for the other companies.
The remaining argument, that Firestone was "out there first" with

a large number of steel belted radials, and therefore had a higher
exposure to possible problems may well have meant, and may explain
in part, why Firestone's early adjustment rates for the 500 Steel

Belted Radial are extraordinarily high. Firestone must, however,
accept responsibility for its decision to move aggressively in the steel

belted radial market at an early date. Firestone's willingness to pioneer
in this fashion, however, in no way diminishes the impact on consumers
of the higher rate of adjustment associated with the Firestone tires.

Nor does it explain why the adjustment rate remained persistently

high into 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1977. In short, the subcommittee
believes Firestone assumed all risks of early production of Firestone
steel belted radials by entering the market with the technology it

then possessed.

IV. Conclusion

High disablement rates, reflecting high rates of tire failure, which
in turn cause accidents, injuries, and death, cannot be explained away
by suggestions that they are caused by owner abuse and adverse
publicity. The inordinately high Firestone 500 Steel-Belted Radial tire

failure rate cannot be rationalized or dismissed by any argument
Firestone has advanced to date.

A more plausible explanation may be found, we submit, in the

preceding chapter, which describes possible flaws in the design of

these tires.



CHAPTER VI

NHTSA: Problems Coivipleting a Recall

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
has been investigating the safety of Firestone steel-belted radials

intermittently since 1976. A news release issued by NHTSA in October
1976 announced an "ongoing investigation of the Firestone 500 steel-

belted radial tire." In February 1977, Firestone conducted the major
recall of 400,000 Steel-Belted Radial 500's, all produced at Firestone's

plant in Decatur, 111., at the urging of NHTSA. Despite this recall,

NHTSA continued to receive complaints of problems in Steel-Belted

Radial 500's, and initiated an "engineering analysis" inquiry into all

Steel-Belted Radial 500's. In 1977, it also undertook a survey of users

of Firestone and other steel-belted radial tires.

As this survey neared completion, Firestone began a series of

countermoves which may, in the end, prevent NHTSA from success-
fully completing its efitort to secure a recall of Firestone 500 Steel-

Belted Radials.

I. Firestone's Efforts To Repress the NHTSA Survey of
Radial Tire Owners

One Firestone step was an attempt to discredit a NHTSA-conducted
consumer survey concerning steel-belted radial tire problems.
The NHTSA survey was conducted in October of 1977. The agency

mailed out nearly 100,000 questionnaires to purchasers of domestic
automobiles between 1975 and 1977 to determine rates of failure for

various lines of "original equipment" steel-belted radial tires. The
survey results purportedly showed a disproportionately high rate of

Firestone failures compared to five other radial tire manufacturers.
In early 1978, Firestone filed suit against NHTSA, charging that

the survey was "biased and unfair" and that release of survey results

could "irreparably damage" the company. At the time, NHTSA had
evinced no particular intention to release the results of the survey and
had made no claims as to its statistical validity. Papers filed by
NHTSA in response to Firestone's suit included an affidavit signed
by Lynn Bradford, Acting Director of the agency's Office of Defects
Investigation stating

:

As yet NHTSA has not made a determination whether
safety-related defects may be found in the manufacture of

Firestone steel-belted radial tires. Prior to such determina-
tion, the policy of the NHTSA is to maintain confidentiality

of all information gathered in the course of the investigation,

except that which may be required to be disclosed under the

Freedom of Information Act. * * *

(45)
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Firestone secured a "sequestration order" from the court, requiring
NHTSA to place into the custody of two Justice Department officials

all documents related to the survey. This order still stands today,
despite NHTSA efforts to have the court dissolve it.

A subcommittee letter to NHTSA, dated April 11, 1978, seeking
information on NHTSA's investigation of Firestone steel-belted
radials, elicited the following responses:

As you may know, a survey which we conducted prior to

commencing our formal investigation which generated infor-

mation relevant to the investigation is the subject of a re-

straining order entered in the case of The Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company v. Brock Adams, et al, Case No. C-78-227,
filed by Firestone against the Department of Transportation
and this agency in the northern district of Ohio.
NHTSA is pursuing the investigation as quickly as possible

under the terms of the restraining order and the manpower
drain which the litigation has caused. The court sequestered
all information from consumers relevant to the survey, and
our staff has spent many hours giving depositions or appear-
ing in court. Although the sequestration order has recently

been modified in part, this whole process has delayed the in-

vestigation about 6 weeks.^^

The subcommittee takes no position on the validity of the NHTSA
radial tire survey and it refrained from doing so during its hearings.

However, it does consider Firestone's effort to seek court action

against the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration an
extraordinary measure, since NHTSA had expressed no intentions of

releasing the survey .^^ Such an action must be interpreted as an effort

to stall NHTSA's investigation.^^

n. Firestone Objections to NHTSA's Requests for Information

In March 1978, NHTSA announced it had begun a formal defect

investigation involving Firestone 500 Steel-Belted Radial tires. As a
part of the investigation, it directed a number of inquiries to Firestone.

Firestone filed objections to a number of these inquiries, arguing,

for example, that the 1966 Vehicle Safety Act did not empower
NHTSA to require the production of documents in the District of

Columbia. According to Firestone, NHTSA would be required under
the act to gain access to such documents in the offices of Firestone or

its attorneys in Ohio. Further, Firestone claimed, NHTSA could not
retain the documents. In other instances, Firestone, claiming ]U'ivilege

or excessively burdensome demands, refused to supply information
altogether.

As a result, on June 15, 1978, NHTSA filed a suit in Washington,
D.C., to force Firestone to respond more fully to NHTSA's requests.

This action is still })en(ling. Firestone has continued to delay its

responses to NHTSA pending the outcome of NHTSA's court action.^*

31 Letter to John E. Moss from Joan Clnybrook. Apr. 25. 1978.
33 The survey results did In fart leak to the press on Mnr. 29, 1978.
•'"The move has been seen bv some as an attempt by Firestone to lielp estnbllsli the juris-

diction of a Federal court In Ohio over any future litigation Involving a recall of the 500.
3* NHTSA's court action, brought In the District of Columbia U.S. District Court, may

have been Intended In i)art to establish tills court's jurisdiction over litigation arising out

of any final NHTSA order to recall Firestone tires.
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III. Limitations on Tire Recalls

The Motor Vehicle and Schoolbus Safety Amendments of 1974
contained provisions refoi'ming the recall sections of the 1966 Vehicle
Safety Act. The new ])rovisions empowered NHTSA to order manu-
facturers of motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment, including
tires, to cover the costs for any work done to correct safety defects.

The 1974 amendments included the following subsection:

(4) The requirement of this section that remedy be pro-
vided without charge shall not apply if the motor vehicle or

item of rei)lacement equipment was purchased by the first

purchaser more than 8 calendar years {3 calendar years in the

case of a tire, including an original equipment tire) before (A)

notification respecting the defect or failure to comply is fur-

nished pursuant to section 151, or (B) the Secretary orders
such notification under section 152, whichever is earlier.

[Emphasis added.]

Under this provision, Firestone, in any recall it may conduct,
would not have to replace any tires that had been in use for more than
3 years, counting back from the date of the recall order.

The subcommittee estimates that substantial numbers of Firestone
500 steel-belted radial tires that should be included in any recall have
been in service for more than 3 years. The charts provided by Fire-

stone on tire adjustments show that large numbers of tires are still

being returned by owners well into the fourth and fifth years following

their production. Moreover, the earlier years of production of the
500 are the more hazardous, since they do not incorporate as many
of the improvements initiated by Firestone continuously over the
years.

Therefore, it is entirely possible that an NHTSA recall of Firestone
500 Steel Belted tires could fail to reach the most hazardous tires on
the road—older tires, with higher mileage. This likelihood is increased
with each week of delay for a recall order.

IV. A Final Concern

A persistent question underlies this entire episode : how could a tire

which fails on the road as often as the ''500" have performed as well

as the 500 on tests for compliance with the primary Federal motor
vehicle safety standard covering tires, Federal motor vehicle safety
standard No. 109?

Firestone recounted the successful record of the "500" on tests for

compliance with standard 109 in its testimony before the subcom-
mittee on May 23, 1978:

I want to point out that the Steel Belted Radial 500 has
achieved the highest reliability rating of any tire ever manu-
factured by Firestone on surveillance tests performed in ac-

cordance with Federal motor vehicle safety standard No. 109,

promulgated by the NHTSA pursuant to the act, the safety

standard with which all tires sold in the United States must
comply * * * this tire has achieved a combined reliability

rating of better than 99% on the tests prescribed by the
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NHTSA's own safety standard, which is far in excess of what
the agency itself requires to maintain compliance with the
standard.

At the same time, Firestone acknowledges accepting back from
consumers over 4 million ''500's" out of a total production of more
than 23 million since 1972, when the ''500" was first produced. Many
were returned because of tire failure.

The answer to the underlying question is not, as Firestone suggests,

that the standard is right, and NHTSA's defect finding is wrong.
The tires are obviously defective.

In the view of the subcommittee, the answer is clear: standard 109
is defective, along with the ''500."

An analysis of the standard is not within the scope of this report.

The subcommittee observes, nonetheless, that the standard does not
cover all aspects of tire performance, and was issued prior to the ad-
vent of radial tires in large numbers in the United States.

The subcommittee therefore recommends that NHTSA assign high
priority to upgrading Federal motor vehicle safety standard 109.

V. Conclusion

The subcommittee believes that amendments to the Vehicle Safety
Act, described in the final chapter, are needed to insure the full pro-

tection of the public from unreasonable safety risks. In addition,

NHTSA should immediately reassess the adequacy of Federal motor
vehicle safety standard 109, the tire safety standard, in view of its

failure to indicate at an early date the extent of weaknesses in the
"500."



CHAPTER VII

Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations

I. principal findings

The primary findings of this report, by chapter, are as follows

:

CHAPTER I—SAFETY

Failures of Steel Belted Radial *'500's" have been associated with
34 fatalities, over 100 injuries, and thousands of accidents.

Failures of the ^'500" often come suddenly, without warning, and
result in total loss of vehicle control.

Among the victims are several innocent bystanders who have been
killed by cars thrown out of control by failures of the 500.

The safety risk is a continuing one.

While contributing factors, including high-speed driving, may have
been present in some of the fatality- and injury-producing crashes,

these factors were not present in many cases, and do not affect a
finding of lack of safety in the 500.

CHAPTER II—FAILURES

The adjustment rate of the ''500" is three times that for all other
Firestone steel belted radials, and three times the industry norm.

Firestone has settled three times the number of damage claims on
the ''500" as for all its other lines of steel belted radial tires combined,
even though the 500 accounts for less than half of Firestone's produc-
tion of steel belted radials.

A total of 834 owners complaining to the subcommittee listed an
average of 4.06 failures of the 500 per complaint letter.

The adjustment rate for steel belted radials made by other tire

companies ranges from 5.20 percent to a low^ of 1.70 percent. The
comparable figures for Firestone are 5.53 percent without the "500,"

and 10.76 percent if the "500" is included.^^

CHAPTER III—TIRES

The Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500 has amassed a record con-
siderably worse than its close counterpart, the Firestone Steel Belted
Radial "TPC," a tire made for GM cars. However, data on the TPC
are not complete.
The Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500, including both the 5-rib

and 7-rib varieties, stands alone as a problem tire, according to all

measures available to the subcommittee.

^ It will be recalled that adjustment data do not permit close comparisons between com-
panies. They do, however, afford a legitimate basis for broad comparisons. See chap. 2.

(49)
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CHAPTER IV—DEFECTS

The statute governing the recalls ^^ does not require the finding of

a particular structural or internal defect in a group of tires to jusl^ify

a recall.

The statute's requirement of a finding of a "performance defect"
is satisfied, in the case of the "500," by evidence of an extraordinarily
high rate of failure.

A further basis for a finding of a performance defect may be found
in the severe mismatch between the tire's maintenance requirements
for safe operation and the known maintenance practices of the aver-

age owner.
Evidence of specific defects in the tire is abundant. It includes

deterioration in storage, moisture-prone steel belts, and excessive

sensitivity to being run underinflated.

CHAPTER V—FIRESTONE'S EXPLANATIONS

A disablement rate as high as that suffered by the Firestone Steel

Belted Radial 500 cannot be explained by the general disclaimer that
all steel belted radial tires are sensitive to being run underinflated.

Media attention has merely reflected a preexisting problem with
the "500," rather than creating it.

CHAPTER VI—NHTSA INVESTIGATION

Firestone has consciously sought to obstruct and delay the investi-

gation of the "500" by the NHTSA.
Federal safety standard 109, the tire safety standard, failed to

detect any problems in the "500."

Any recall of the "500" may prove ineffective, given the limitation

of tire recalls to tires put into service in the 3 years prior to the date

of any recall order.

II. Conclusions

Based on these findings, the subcommittee reaches the following

conclusions:

1. A severe safety risk results from the types of failures experienced

by users of the Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500.

2. Not only do the failures of the Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500

create hazards, but they occur much more often according to the

evidence reviewed by the subcommittee, than in the case of all other

lines of steel belted radials made by Firestone.

3. The high hazard failures of the Fh'estone Steel Belted Radial 500
will continue to occur until they are removed from use.

4. The frequent, severe, and continuing failures of the Firestone

Steel Belted Radial 500 constitute a "defect related to motor vehicle

safety" under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of

1966, (the "Act").
5. Firestone's most frequently cited defense of the "500", that its

failures are the result of under-inflation by users of these tires, also

suggests a performance defect in the "500"; a line of tires which,

for safe operation, requires maintenance significantly more demanding

»10 U.S.C. H 1391, 1402.
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than well known practices and habits of the motoring public, contains

a performance defect within the meaning of the Act.

6. Firestone's conscious efforts to subvert the defect investigation

of NHTSA, by withholding essential information suj)pUe(l to this Sub-
committee but not to NHTSA, should subject the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company to the maximum fines allowed under the law.

7. Firestone's disregard for the safety of its customers, shown in its

belated and minimal warnings to owners that the ''500" demands
unusually careful maintenance for safety reasons, is condemned by this

subcommittee.
8. Limitations in the statute empowering NHTSA to conduct

safety defect investigations, and order recalls have hampered and will

continue to hamper NHTSA efforts to get the ''500" off the road.

9. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 109 fails to provide
adequate protection to the motoring public.

ni. Eecommexdatioxs

The subcommittee offers the following recommendations:

A. Firestone Should:

1. Initiate an immediate recall of the Firestone 500 Steel Belted
Radial (5-rib and 7-rib lines) and replace them with the Firestone
Steel Belted Radial 721.

2. Initiate internal procedures to insure that management is in-

formed of high faihu'e rates warranting recalls before the injury and
death toll mounts.

3. Refrain in the future from continuing to sell tires which produce
significant numbers of fatalities and injuries in use.

4. Monitor the failure experience of the Firestone Steel Belted
Radial "TPC" and recall it, if failures continue to occur.

B. NHSTA Should:

1. Press its investigation of the "500" to a conclusion, issue a recall

order, and impose the maximum permissible fine under the law. The
recall should cover all Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500's and all tires

of identical internal construction.

2. Continue to monitor the Firestone's Steel Belted Radial "TPC"
and other lines of radials to determine if recalls are warranted.

3. Upgrade Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 109, to

prevent a recurrence of the Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500 episode.

C. Congress Should:

1. Amend the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966
to provide that:

(a) tires up to five years old, rather than only three 3^ears old,

may be recalled, and if recalled, must be replaced at the expense
of the manfuacturer.

(b) NHTSA may exercise full subpoena power to obtain and
retain documents and information it requires to determine
whether safety defects exists.



ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF JOHN E. MOSS—AUGUST 18, 1978

One of Firestone's failings in this matter strikes me as reprehensible
in the extreme. For that reason, I believe it is appropriate to single

out this failing- and comment further on it.

Firestone could have made it possible for the driving public to avoid
many of the accidents, injuries, and deaths brought on by failures of

Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials, if it had simply told owners of

the steps they might take to reduce the chances of blowouts. For
whatever the reasons, Firestone saw fit not to bother doing this.

Assuming Firestone is right when it claims that many failures of the
Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radials could be avoided if users would
only keep their tires properly inflated, the least Firestone could have
done was to appraise their customers of this fact. Their failure to do
so in a way that would effectively get the full message across to those
who needed to hear it, is inexcusable and irresponsible.

The facts speak for themselves. Firestone testified in hearings before

this subcommittee, vmder oath, that running on Firestone 500 Steel

Belted Radials underinflated by as little as 4 to 6 pounds air ])ressure

"is the threshold of danger." Running on the tires as little as 8 j)oun(ls

underinflated for as short a distance as a few hundred miles can cause
severe damage to these tires, Firestone testified. What is more, the

damage that is done is irreversible. Bringing the tire back up to its

correct inflation is a useless measure. From that point on, the tire

could blow at any time.

Yet, no suggestion of this tire's peculiar vulnerabilities is contained
in Firestone's advertising over the past 5 years (including newspaper
advertising reviewed by the subcommittee back to 1973). Nor is it

contained in all but the most recent warranties and sales invoices, or

in various tire consumer guides included in the record of the subcom-
mittee's hearings. Nowhere in any of these materials is there a mention
that running these tires as few as 4 ])ounds underinflated couhl cause
irreversible (Uimage. Most of the references to the need for users to

maintain the right inflation pressure and keep tires alined are described

by Firestone as ways of ''increasing the life of the tire" or getting the

"best value out of the tires." Firestone never states that an extreme
safety hazard is created if these ])roce(lures are not followed.

Only under the gun of a Federal Trade Commission order issued

in 1972 and reaffirmed in 1975 did Firestone undertake any adver-
tising on the critical imj)ortance of tire infhition ])ress\n*es. Elven then,

the brief spots by Firestone were informational ads limited to a general
descri|)tion of the need to j)ay attention to cold tire inflation pressures.

They avoided mentioning s|)ecific Firestone ])roducts by name, and
were jiresented wholly apart from the mainstream of Firestone's ag-
gressive advertising program. Firestone is now investing millions of

dollars in its ])romotion of the new wStecl Belted Radial 721, but still

has not incorporated into this advertising any meaningful safety

warnings to motorists on the hazards of runnmg underinflated on
the tires that the 72rs replaced.

(52)
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Finally, the record is clear that Firestone had early knowledoje of

the serious failure propensities of the 500. Its hio:h adjustment rates

in the early years, its unusually brisk activity in settlin<i: damage
claims, and its energetic efforts to improve on the earlier tires all

suggest its early knowledge.
These facts lead to but one conclusion. The Firestone Tire and

Rubber Co., is and has been for some time in a position to avoid the
devastating toll of human destruction which it knew its tires could
cause. In the exercise of clear and conscious choice, it nonetheless
permitted this destruction to take place.

In my view, it is unfortunate that the National Traffic and Motor
Vehicles Safety Act of 1966 does not provide for criminal penalties to

address this episode and others like it which may occur. For this reason,

I would add one recommendation to this report: that the 1966 act be
amended to include criminal penalties for the conscious failure on the
part of a corporation to take reasonable steps within its power to avoid
death and injury caused by particularly hazardous products, as I believe

to be true with Firestone in this instance.

I wish to add one further note. Subsequent to the completion of this

report, Firestone provided the subcommittee with data detailing their

reasons for adjustments of various lines of steel belted radial tires.

These figures show that more than half of the adjustment performed
on Steel Belted Radial 500's involved tread separations and ply
separations and close to two-thirds involved some problem other than
road hazard and user comfort considerations. These data follow.^

The}^ tend to confirm that a particularly high adjustment rate is not
without significance in indicating a tire failure rate. Moreover, the
data as presented again separates the Steel Belted Radial 500 from all

other lines of steel belted radials made by Firestone with respect to
high rates of failure.

John E. Moss.

1 Note that the figures shown are percentages of production. Production figures for the
various lines of steel belted radials shown in the table may be found in chapter III of
the report, on page 28. To determine the number of tires reflected by the figures in the
chart, it is necessary to multiply the percentages shown by the production figures for
each tire. For example, 12.8;^ percent times 11,154,006 (total Firestone 500 Steel Belted
Radial 5-rib production) yields 1,431,059 as the number of tread separations of the 500
(5-rib) known to Firestone.
See table "Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500 : Production, Adjustment, and Failure

Data 1972-1978" following data supplied by Firestone.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF THE HONORABLE JAMES M.
COLLINS—AUGUST 25, 1978

I offer these views to express my serious concern about the public

policy implications and issues associated with the current considera-

tion of the safety of the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial. I want to

say at the outset that I would never under any circumstances urge or

even suggest that a tire w^hich has been proven to be unsafe not be
recalled. My problem is that I do not believe that a case has been
made against the Firestone 500.

I believe that before the Federal Government takes an action of

the sort contemplated by the recall of a product, it should be required
to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the product is

defective. I do not ask for a beyond a reasonable doubt standard but
simply a preponderance.
Having stated what I believe is the appropriate standard of proof,

I would like now to turn my attention to the issue of the type and
quality of evidence that should be developed to meet that standard,
or what is known as the burden of persuasion. The evidence, in my
view, should be empirical in nature and demonstrate that the product
is in fact defective. If evidence of this type had been presented against
the Firestone 500, I too, would be supporting a recall of these tires,

but this type of evidence quite simply has not been offered.

Instead of requiring the burden of proof and persuasion that I

would seek, it appears that the subcommittee report and the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) have adopted for

use as their standard the common law approach know^n as res ipsa
loquitur (the situation speaks for itself). I find no support for this

approach in the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, as

amended, nor in its legislative history. Even if such a approach w^ere

sanctioned by the legislation, the evidence being utilized against the
Firestone 500 could not pass judicial muster for even this doctrine
requires proof that various conditions exist: First, the event must be
of the kind which ordinarily does not occur in the absences of some-
one's negligence—surely tire failures occur without the existence of

negligence, second, it must be caused by an agency or instrumentality
within the exclusive control of the defendant—this condition could
be satisfied against Firestone so long as there was no evidence of

consumer abuse of the tire; and third, it must not have been due to

any voluntary action or contribution on the part of the plaintiff

—

this condition clearly cannot be established against Firestone due to

the fact that consumer abuse of the tire cannot be ruled out as an
alternative explanation for a tire failure.

The point to be m^ade here is that even by adopting the circum-
stantial evidence standard of res ipsa loquitur, the burden of proof and
persuasion would not be met. The evidence offered just does not
support it.

(55)
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I \vould now turn directly to the question of the evidence against'
the Firestone 500 which is utiUzed in the report and which is apparently
from all that I could learn, the same type being utiUzed by the NHTSA.
This evidence falls into the following five specific categories:

1. Tire adjustment data.
2. Data on claims settled by means of cash payments.
3. Information contained in letters received by the subcomndttee

from the public.

4. Information from tire dealers.

5. Information from fleet owners.
I will comment on each of these five categories in these vieAvs.

1. Tire adjustment data

Tire adjustment rates are perhaps the primary piece of evidence
used against the Firestone 500 and something which I believe proves
absolutely nothing. Before discussing this question further, I must
make the following point concerning an impediment that confronted
me in attempting to seriously analyze this issue. Although, I believe

that use of adjustment data in an effort to show anything about tire

failures is a meaningless exercise, the subcommittee majority and
NHTSA evidently place credence in it. Given this fact, I asked the

minority staff on the subcommittee to look at the tire adjustment
data collected by the subcommittee for the tire companies other than
Firestone. Based upon a decision made by the subcommittee chairman,
our minority staff was denied access to this data, thus, effectively

denying me the opportunity to carefully scrutinize it.

I wanted our staff to review this material, because one of the prin-

cipal points made in the subcommittee report is that the Firestone 500
has an adjustment rate which is higher than other comparable tires

manufactured by other tire companies. The adjustment rates, for the

other manufacturers contained in the report, however, are aggregated
for all of their steel belted radial tire production. Adjustment rates

are not shown for the individual tire lines produced by those com-
panies. The point is that the overall rate for a given company may be
low, but a given tire line or lines produced by that company may have
an adjustment rate as high or higher than the Firestone 500. The
effect then of this denial of access is that I cannot put much credence

in assertions in the report that the Firestone 500 adjustment rate is

out of line without having had the opportunity to evaluate these data.

I do not put much credence in these data to begin with, but now it is

even less.

In contrast, I point out that Firestone has been entirely forthcoming
with me having responded to every information and data request that

I have made of them over the course of the last several months that I

have been looking at this issue. Firestone, based on my personal ex])ei-i-

ence with them in this matter, has from my perception had nothing

to hide in this inquiry. Further, I ])oint out that my understancUng is

that Firestone has been equally forthcoming with the subcommittee
and NIITSA. I have seen absolutely no evidence of ''stonewalling"

on their part, in spite of the fact that they have been besieged with

requests for information about their steel belted radial tires.

Now to get back to the basic issue of the use of the adjustment data.

The first point to be made about the adjustment rates is that they arc

not in fact failure rates. The subcommittee report even acknowledges

this fact when it savs the rate of failure of the Firestone 500 "while
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not precisely known, is exceedingly high." How, I ask, can you not
know how high something is, but then say it "is exceedingly high."
Such a statement to me is, if not patently absurd on its face in the

most charitable terms possible, at best simply absurd.
Even the subcommittee report which places great reliance on

adjustment rates points out its massive deficiencies. I would like to

quote no less than six separate references to these deficiencies that I

found in the subcommittee report. They are as follows:

1. ''Tires are adjusted for reasons other than failures, including
'policy adjustments,' or adjustments to keep customers satisfied. A
tire's failure rate is therfore some fraction of the adjustment rate."

2. "The adjustment rate is only an indirect reflection of the tire

failure rate, because all companies make adjustments for reasons other
than failures."

3. "Most companies allow for policy adjustments, permitting
unhappy customers to buy a new tire at a reduced price for customer
satisfaction reasons, even if no 'adjustable condition' exists in the

tire."

4. ".
. . adjustment rates on top-of-the-line tires may be higher

than average, given the need to meet higher expectations in the per-

formance of such tires." (Note: The Firestone 500 was Firestone's

top-of-the-line tire)

5. ". . . any single adjustment rate is only a rough indicator of a

tire failure rate ..."
6. "However, the data (adjustment data from 7 other tire manu-

facturers) are not suitable for close comparison among companies,
because of difference in policy, practice and recordkeeping."

Quite frankly, the subcommittee report in the above quoted re-

marks covers almost all of the objections to adjustment data which I

would have cited. Given these ovei^^helming problems, I really do
not know how anyone could reasonably rely on this information to

substantiate anything. Adjustment rates are an indicator solely of

adjustments not failures and should be used for that purpose alone.

The undisputed testimony of Firestone and Firestone tire dealer

Ed Stocker was that Firestone had a "liberal" adjustment policy.

Having a "liberal" adjustment policy virtually assures a high adjust-

ment rate. If Firestone had been less generous and less interested
in satisfying their customers, there would be no such evidence to use
against them.
A concern that I have over the use of this data is the message that

will be sent to those who fall within the purview of NHTSA's juris-

diction. Will companies seeing the use to which this type of data has
been put, when a company has a liberal adjustment policy, make their

adjustment standard more stringent so that the rate will be kept low
and will not be used against them. I certainly hope that does not
happen, but I do not know if prudence does not dictate otherwise.

As I noted earlier, the report and XHTSA make use of aggregated
adjustment data from other tire manufacturers. Even if one were to

accept sim])ly for the sake of discussion that this information on adjust-

ment rates had some pertinence, the comparing of one company's rate

with another's would be relevant only if: The data was maintained
and collected in a similar fashion; it covered the same time frame; and
niost importantly if the companies all had the same adjustment poli-

cies. We heard a great deal of testimony at our hearings about Fire-

stone's adjustment policy, but not a single word of testimony was taken
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on the issue of the adjustment poUcies of other tire manufacturers.
None of the other companies was called upon to testify so, therefore,
there is no way of establishing the comparability of the data. If dif-

ferent policies are followed b}' different comi)anies, it would obviousl}^
produce different results. Not having established comparability, I

completely question the use of this information to advance any
proposition.

A final point that I would make on adjustment rates relates to the
business policy considerations involved. In the retailing business, I

have found the firms with the most liberal adjustment policies are
normally the higher quality concerns which sell top-of-the-line mer-
chandise. This relates directly to the Firestone 500, because it was a
top-of-the-line tire and consumer expectations were high due to the
higher cost of the tire.

In my own city of Dallas we, of course, have the famous Xeiman-
Marcus store which sells top-of-the-line merchandise and has a liberal

adjustment j)olicy. This policy dates back to Herbert Marcus the prin-
cipal cofounder of the store. Stanley Marcus, Herbert Marcus' son,

recounts the philosophy underpinning this policy in his book ''Minding
the Store" as follows:

We want to sell satisfaction, not just merchandise. We pro-
pose to sell the satisfaction which the uninitiated customer
thinks she would receive, even though we, as professionals

in our field, know she's expecting too much. This may prove
expensive to us, and ajeio may take advantage of this policy un-
fairly^ hut we are convinced that adherence to this idea will ce-

ment our customers' loyalty to Neiman-Marcus. One might
very well question whether this was just an expression of youth-
ful idealism or a shrewd bit of business sagacity. A mer-
chant in Philadelphia, John Wanamaker, had enunciated a

similar idea when he declared, ''The customer is always
right"; and a retailer in Chicago, Marshall Field, advised his

Staff to "give the lady what she wants." This was before the

days of Better Business Bureau or Federal Trade Commis-
sion regulations designed to protect the consumer. These were

instances where enlightened business leadership paved the way
to a new era of retail corporate responsibility.

Somewhat aghast at a few of the unreasonable complaints
and demands which I encountered in my first vears in the

business, I asked my father, ^^How can we a^ord to replace a
garment which the customer has clearly abusedV I was refer-

ring to a handmade lace ball gown a customer returned after

one wearing. "She should have known it was fragile." My
father replied, "Yes, she should have, but since this is the

first fine garment she's ever bought, she didn't. Ex])lain to

her that we will rei)lace it, and tactfully call her attention to

the fact that a delicate handmade lace will wear less well

than a coarser machine-made lace. She'll know better next

time.*' Unconvinced, I asked, "How can we afford to take such

a loss? The manufacturer won't assume any of the cost." He
replied very patiently, "She's not doing business with the

manufacturer, she's doing business with us. It costs us over

%2(J0 to get a new customer of this woman's buying potential, and
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Fm not going to lose her jor the $175 this dress cost us.'' (Em-
phasis Added)

One could well argue that Firestone was followinir the philoso])hy

of Mr. Herbert Marcus when it adopted its liberal adjustment policy

for just the reasons that Mr. Marcus cited. It would cement their

customer's loyalty and it was the act of a responsible corporate citizen.

Additionally, the story that is recounted about the lady purchasing
the handmade lace dress for the first time, I think, is analogous in some
respects to the Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500 situation. Most of

the people owning steel belted radials, especially in Firestone's case

because they were early marketers of this type of tire, were owning
them for the first time and did not realize that they had to be treated
differently. The result was they did not perform as they expected so

they brought them back to their dealer for adjustment.
On this same issue of adjustment policy, I checked with one of the

leading texts on retailing entitled: "Modern Retailing Management"
by Delbert J. Duncan and Stanley Hollander to see what they had to

say about adjustment policies. The book had the following significant

things to say

:

(1) A customer whojeels that a complaint has not been settled

satisfactorily is likely to turn to some other retailer. That cus-

tomer may also voice the grievance to friends, who may be in-

fluenced to give their business to a ''more responsible"

merchant. This can be very damaging to the store. There is no
point in spending large sums on advertising to develop good-
will and then lose it through inadequate attention to customer
complaints and adjustment. (Emphasis Added)

(2) All complaints should receive attention and be in-

vestigated. Moreover, the merchant should try to adjust
them to both the customer's and the store's satisfaction and,
if practical, rectify whatever causes the complaints.

The point to be made is that liberal adjustment policies are to be
encouraged. It is good business, and it is good for the consumer. When
one undertakes such a policy, one should not be castigated because
of his adjustment rate.

2. Claims Settled by Cash Payments

The second element of evidence which the subcommittee report
addresses is the issue of claims settled by Firestone. I once again
seriously question the probity of this type of information, which is

even weaker, in my opinion, than adjustment data, which I do not
hold in very high regard.
The first deficiency that I see with this data is that I have nothing

to compare it to due to the fact that the subcommittee did not col-

lect this same type of information from other tire manufacturers. One
has no way of telling whether the figures on claims settled are high,
low, or otherwise, because we have no yardstick. Are 5,262 claims
settled out of a potential universe of 23,553,735 tires excessive? I do
not know and apparently no one else does either. If one were disposed
to play the numbers game with this data, one would come up with a
claims settled rate of .02 percent. Is a claims settled rate of .02 percent
too high? Again, I just do not know. How can such data be reasonably
believed to have any probity?
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The reason why data of this sort exists to begin with is because it

reflects the poHcy of Firestone to compensate purchasers of their tires

for (lamag-es incurred. In these cases, Firestone paid their customers
without the necessity of litigation in the interest of customer satisfac-

tion. Firestone could have uniformly rejected these claims and re-

quired these consumers to go to court in an attempt to collect damages.
Given the fact that the average claim settled was for $251.23, I dare
say not many of these people would have gone to court, because the
resultant legal fees would have greatly exceeded $251.23.

Again, I repeat my earlier question about the message being sent by
the use of this type of data as evidence of failure. Are companies
going to be more reluctant to settle claims for cash due to the fact

that their claims could be used as evidence against them? The message
that we should be sending out to the companies ought to be manu-
facture safe and reliable tires and satisfy' your customers, and if in

the process of satisf3dng 3'our customers you must have an adjustment
on a tire or settle a claim, you should do so. If the manufacturer sells

a defective tire, there are other ways of showing this fact without re-

sorting to this t3'pe of information upon which to base a case, and this

is the message that we should be sending to NHTSA about investigat-

ing tires.

3. Information Contained in Letters

The thrust of this piece of information is that the subcommittee re-

ceived 1,147 letters concerning steel belted radial tires of which 834
related to Firestone 500's. Quite frankly, I am not terribly surprised

by the number of letters about Firestone 500's due to the fact that

there has been truly massive publicity' about the Firestone 500's, but
virtualh' none about any problems with other tires. To determine the

magnitude of this publicity, I instructed the minority staff on the

subcommittee to attempt to determine the amoimt of media coverage

there was concerning alleged problems Avith the Firestone 500 and
an}' similar information for other tires. What the}' found was ver\'

interesting. First, they sought to determine the number of times that

network television carried stories about problems with the Firestone

500's and learned that during the period May 19, 1978 to August 8,

1978, such stories were on network television on 10 separate occasions.

The information below shows the dates and network giving the

coverage.

May 19, 1978:

NBC Nightly News
CBS Evening News

May 23, 1978: ABC News
July 10, 1978: CBS Evening News
August 7, 1978:

CBS Morning News
NBC Nightly News
ABC Evening News

August 8, 197S:

ABC Evening News
CBS Evening News
NBC Nightly News

This television coverage, of course, does not include local news

telecasts for which we were able to obtain information for only the
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Washington, D.C. stations, but I am sure that this local area was not
unique in carrying stories about the Firestone 500's. In this area, four
such stories were run on the following (hites:

May 19, 1978: News Seven—WJLA-TV
August 7, 1978: Ten O'Clock News—WTTG-TV
August 8, 1978:

Eyewitness News—WDVM-TV
News Seven—WJLA-TV

Our inquiry uncovered, however, absoluteh^ no stories on national
television nor on Washington, D.C. local television about tires other
than the Firestone 500.

The second segment of the media which we inquired about was the
print media. My counsel on the subcommittee wrote to Mr. James B.
Strandberg, manager. Public Relations for Firestone, in Akron, Ohio,
and asked if they had any data on the number of articles that appeared
in newspapers and magazines addressing "the issue of the safety and
reliability of the Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial tire" during the

course of this year (1978). Mr. Strandberg responded by letter dated
August 23, 1978, that Firestone retains the services of the Luce Clip
Service and from Luce they have received 4,374 such articles from
newspapers and magazines from around the country.
We additionally sought to determine how many articles had been

written about tires of manufacturers other than Firestone. We asked
the Congressional Research Service (CRS) of the Library of Congress
to run a computer information bank search to determine this fact.

We learned that the CRS has the New York Times Infobank which
covers the "New York Times" (from 1969) and 77 additional, general
and special interest newspapers and periodicals (from 1972). The
newspapers included are leading ones such as the "Atlanta Con-
stitution", "Chicago Tribune", "Houston Chronicle", "Washington
Post", and "Miami Herald". This computer search from 1969 to

August 8, 1978 for the "New York Times" and 1972 to August 8,

1978, for the remaining publications produced not a single article

concerning the safety and reliability of tires manufactured by other
companies.
My point here, of course, is the fact that the receipt of 834 letters

about Firestone 500's, given that 4,374 articles were written and 10

national televison stories were shown, does not strike me as unusual.
The ratio of letters to just newspaper and magazine articles is one letter

for every five articles. W^hat does surprise me is that the subcommittee
received complaints about tires other than Firestone 500, because
these tires received no adverse publicity that my staff and I could
discover.

The subcommittee heard testimony from two Firestone dealers,

and their testimony was that they had high rates of adjustment on
Firestone 500's. The thrust of this testimony, therefore, gets us right

back at adjustment rates which as I indicated earlier is not the equiva-
lent of a failure rate. In order for this testimony to have any probative
value, it must be assumed that adjustment rates have probity, and as

I pointed out earlier in these views, they do not. Such testimony does
not establish that a defect exists in a tire.

Second, I would like to point out that even if the testimony could be
considered to have any value, we heard from only 2 dealers and there

are 50,000 Firestone dealers in the United States alone, or .004 percent
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of total U.S. dealers. I do not know if these dealers were representative
of the class or were they simply two dealers that had far greater
problems than the rest, x^gain, I point out this testimony is essentially

meaningless in an exploration of the question of whether or not a tire

is defective or not.

5. Fleet Ovmer Experience

The final piece of information offered as evidence on the question
of whether the Firestone 500 is a defective tire comes from two busi-

ness concerns, one that has 40 cars and one that has 8 cars or a total

of 48 cars. The testimony of these fleet owners was that they had
experienced numerous tire failures with the Firestone 500.

The first point to be raised about this testimony is the fact that
failures do not necessarily indicate that the tires were defective. Non-
defective tires also fail. The second question that comes to mind is

how were these tires maintained. If they were the subject of abuse,
inattention to inflation pressures, or road hazards, these facts certainly

could lead to failure.

In anticipation of the testimony of one of the fleet owners before

our subcommittee, Mr. Phil Shimmin, our minority staff checked with
the leading automobile rental firm of Hertz. Hertz was asked by our
staff if they had experienced any significant problems with the Fire-

stone 500. Hertz agreed to check their locations in Washington, D.C.,
Detroit, Baltimore, and New York where 500 cars equipped with
Firestone 500's were located. Hertz reported to our staff that they had
experienced no significant problems with the Firestone 500 tire.

High speed and alcohol

I am quite concerned that in cases where a tire failed and death
occurred, the immediate conclusion is that the death was caused by
tire failure. In two-thirds of the cases of fatalities involving the Fire-

stone 500, one of two factors were present: High-speed driving in

speeds greatly in excess of the 55 mph national speed limit or in-

toxication.

The subcommitt^ee report attempts to explain away the high-speed

driving aspect by indicating that "high speed is clearly a use which a

tire company should and can reasonably anticipate and for tires

should be designed." I have great problems with both aspects of that

statement from the subcommittee report.

The first question that I raise is how high a speed should a tire

company reasonably anticipate. The national speed limit is 55 mph,
and certainly a tire company should reasonably anticipate use at that

speed. Should a tire company reasonably anticipate a speed of 80,

90, or 100 mph on a passenger car?

High speeds cannot be dismissed because an impact break is all the

more likely. Hitting an object on the road or even a pothole or other

road irregularity at a very high speed can cause any tire to fail,

including a steel belted radial tire, even though it is more resistant

to road hazards. Several of the fatal accidents involved such impact

damage.
High speed, the numerous instances of fatalities involving speeds

of 80 to 90 mph as well as those involving si)eeds of 100 to 110 ])mh

and more, means that the driver is very likely to lose control in the

event of a sudden tire disablement. A driver at the legal speed limit,

on the other hand, quite likely can keep, or quickly regam, control
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with the very same disablement. Whether one is talking? about isolated

maniifacturino: defects, impact breaks, or punctures from some other
road hazard, and whether the disablement involves total loss of air, or

as often happens, somewhat slower loss of air or loss of some tread

but not a blowout, the driver going 55 mph simi)ly does not face the
risk that the driver going 85 or 90, or 100, or 115, does.

Neither the Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500 nor any other steel

belted radial are designed for high speeds. The ultra-high speeds of

110, 115 and even 125 mph, and repeated driving at ultra-high speeds
as was found by the experts upon examination of tires in some of the

cases, can cause a steel belted radial tire to fail. It was for precisely

this reason that the National Bureau of Standards and the Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration recommended against the use of

steel belted radial tires on police pursuit vehicles. In this vein, I

would like to take note of the case of Duhon v. Goodyear Tire cfc Rubber
Co. (W.D. Louisiana, 1978, Nos. 76-1191, 76-1323).

In that case, Goodyear's tire expert, Mr. Lou Davis, testified as the
opinion notes, that Goodyear tests its tires at 100 mph, but he esti-

mated that 10 percent do not survive the 100 mph test.

I would like to make a few additional points about the Duhon case,

which is discussed in the subcommittee report. First, although tread
separation occurred in this case the court held that the tire was not
defective in terms of construction or fabrication. The real issue in the
Duhon case was the question of whether Goodyear or Ford Motor Co.,
had adequately warned the consumer that the tires were not suitable

for high-speed use. What the court was saying in that case is that the
tire and/or auto manufacturer have two options: If an automobile can
go 100 or 140 mph, the tire placed on that car must be designed to meet
that design capability: or if the tire is not suitable for such speeds that
the tire and/or automobile manufacturer must adequately warn the
consumer of this limitation. In the Duhon case the court found that the
warnings given by the manufacturer were not adequate.

If it were required by law in this country that all cars had to be
equipped with tires that were capable of sustaining the top speed at

which the car could travel, I would say that this would be a very bad
requirement. I say this because it would require the placing on almost
all automobiles high-speed tires which are considerably more expensive
than the tires currently in use. The net effect of this would be to

require most owners of automobiles to pay the additional costs of this

high-speed tire in order to allow the small few to drive vehicles at these

excessively high speeds. The result would be that all consumers would
pay, because of the wrong doing of a few. Such a notion to me is unfair.

On the second point made by the Duhon case of warning consumers
that their tires are not suitable for high speeds, I fully concur with this

approach and believe that more should be done in this area by auto-
mobile and tire companies. It is clear to me that high speeds and steel

belted radials do not m^ix and this fact should be made better known.

The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act

The final area that I wish to address in these views is the legal issues

involved. Under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act
(Act) in order for NHTSA to order a recall it has the burden of proof
on the two elements of the act: (1) that a defect exists and (2) that the
defect is related to motor vehicle safety. The act defines '^defect" as

''any defect in performance, construction, components or materials in
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motor vehicles or motor vehicle equipment." The act further defines
''motor vehicle safety" as ''the perloimance of motor vehicles or motor
vehicle equipment in such a manner that the public is protected agamst
the unreasonable risk of accidents occurring as a result of the design,
construction or performance of motor vehicles . .

."

If a tire were found to be defective, I doubt that any serious question
could be raised that it dia not relate to motor vehicle safety. The issue

in this case, therefore, is whether or not the tire is defective. As I have
pointed out earlier in these views, I believe that the evidence that I

have seen does not prove the tire is defective.

The subcommittee report argues that "it is not essential to a

finding of a defect to pin point the precise cause or causes, if a clear

pattern of safety related failures is present in a definable group of

tires." In support of this proposition, the report cites the" case of

U.S. V. General Motors, 565 F.2d 754 (D.C. Cir. 1977) which is known
as the "pitman arm" case.

The "pitman arm" case does not support the proposition that a

defect can be shown on the type of evidence cited above even if you
had it, and in the case of the Firestone 500, there is no such evidence.
In the case of "pitman arm", the issue of whether or not this tyj)e of

evidence could be used to find a defect was not before the court. This
is because General Motors conceded a defect existed and the issue was
whether or not the admitted defect related to motor vehicle safety.

A critical element in the subcommittee report's analysis of this

situation is that consumer abuse and failure to adequately maintain
these tires is essentially irrelevant. I submit that that could have been
a possible interpretation of the law under the 1966 act which required
that a manufacturer simply give notification to the consumer, but the

1974 amendments to the act now require under section 154 that the

manufacturer remedy a defect without charge. Due to the increased

financial burden placed on the manufacturer by the 1974 amend-
ments, the House Report (H.R. Kept. No. 1191, 93d Cong. 2d sess. 25

[1974]) makes clear that this is not the case when it said

:

The remedy without charge requirement is intended to

require manufacturers to correct at their expense defects in

the performance, design, or construction of their products
which relate to motor vehicle safety. It is not intended that

manufacturers be required to make corrections if they can es-

tablish that the condition requiring correction results jrom the

abuse of their products or the failure to adequately maintain
them. {Emphasis Added)

Judge Leventhal in his opinion in the case of U.S. v. General Motors,

518 F 2d 420 (D.C. Cir. 1975), known as the "wheels" case, suggested

that the above language was somehow "inferring the intent of an
earlier Congress." 1 submit that this was clearly not the case. It was
quite simply a recognition on the part of the Congress that due to the

increased burden phiced on the manufacturer by the 1974 amenchnonts
that consumers whose motor vehicle equipment did not j)erform as

ex])ected because of abuse or improper maintenance would not be
rewarded for this negligence with a re})lacement free of charge.

Given the change in the 1966 act which now requires the remedy
of a defect free of charge, neitner the "pitman arm" nor the "wheels"
case are on point if they ever were. The "wheels" case did, unlike the
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"pitman arm" case, question the standard of proof of a defect. A
fact, however, that clearly distinguishes this case from the case of the
Firestone 500's is that both the ''pitman arm" and the "wheel" are

intended to last the life of the car. A tire is clearly not intended to last

for the life of the car. In "wheels" Judge Leventhal made clear that
his holding in that case related to parts intended to last the life of the
car when he said:

Where as here, the relevant component i^ designed to

function without replacement or repair for the life of the car,

a prima facie case of defect can be made simply by showing
a significant number of failures.

To me, therefore, it is clear that even under the 1966 act before it

was amended that the type of standards set forth in "wheels" and
"pitman arm" for that matter are applicable only to components
"designed to function without replacement or repair for the life of

the vehicle ..."
SUBCOMMITTEE WITNESSES

I would like to take this opportunity to report on some facts con-
cerning some of the witnesses who testified before our subcommittee on
the Firestone 500, because the report and findings should in theory be
based upon the hearing record.

1. Mo Ira Johnston

Mrs. Johnston testified concerning her personal experience with a
Firestone 500 Steel Belted Radial 500 blow out w^hile she was driving.

Mrs. Johnston said that after the blow out she was finally able to con-
trol the car and pull it to the side of the highway. Mrs. Johnston has
also authored an article which appeared in "New West" magazine
describing this experience and those of others with Firestone 500's.

Two points are important with respect to Mrs. Johnston's
testimony

:

First, the principal accident, other than her own, described in Mrs.
Johnston's article in "New West" concerning the Akinci family,
involved a Firestone Deluxe Champion, which is not a steel belted
radial tire at all. The accident involving the Aquayo family also cited

in this article involved tires which were not steel belted radial tires.

Second, with respect to the tire from the car in which Mrs. Johnston
and friends were riding, she had a tire expert examine her tires and
found it to be defective. The expert, however, refused to allow his

name to be disclosed. I have learned that this is a very unusual situa-

tion for any expert, and it suggests to me he is either not qualified or is

unwilling to stand by his conclusion.
The subcommittee also sent Mrs. Johnston's tire to a laboratory for

scientific analysis, and it was concluded that the tire was defective, but
for reasons different than those cited by Mrs. Johnston's tire expert
who refused to be identified.

It is also interesting, and important, to note that two additional ex-
perts, one a Firestone employee and the other an independent tire

expert (who testified against Firestone in the highly publicized N^eal

case which involved a Firestone Steel Belted Radial 500), found no
defect in Mrs. Johnston's tire. Both concluded that the tire failed due
to an impact break.
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Donald Avila, the independent expert, concluded that "the tire

struct some large object that broke the belt edge and caused separa-
tion. There are no signs of defects in this tire." There are signs of a
severe impact and underinflation." An apparent misalinement of the
belts, it was concluded, played no role whatsoever in the tire's apparent
failure.

So, the proverbial bottom line with respect to Mrs. Johnston's tire

was that two exports said it was defective but could not agree on the
nature of the defect. Two other experts found the tire not to be defec-
tive and the failure caused by impact break.

2. Robert Buchanan
Mr. Buchanan is the owner of Buchanan Home & Supply and his

dealership carried Firestone 500 tires for many years prior to 1978. Mr.
Buchanan testified that adjustments on the Firestone 500 at his

dealership exceeded 70 percent, averaged over the years.

On April 21, 1976, in a letter complaining about Firestone's decision

to establish a second Firestone dealer in his area, Buchanan threatened
to send the Department of Transportation a letter stating that the

Firestone vSteel Belted Radial 500 should be recalled.

In April 1977, Firestone had to retain counsel to collect $21,302 of

past due indebtedness from Mr. Buchanan who later asserted that

Firestone owed him money. By letter of May 3, 1978, from his son,

an attorney, Mr. Buchanan offered to settle his alleged claim against

Firestone for $200,000. With that settlement proposal, there was
enclosed a copy of the subcommittee's invitation to Mr. Buchanan to

testify.

Although Mr. Buchanan there did not make the explicit threat he
did in 1976, I feel certain that Firestone would have regarded this

letter as an attempt by Buchanan to pressure Firestone, and Firestone

has refused to engage in further discussions with him.
An objective observer must be greatly concerned over the authen-

ticity of Mr. Buchanan's supporting documentation, as well as the

veracity of his testimony. Apparently, the claimed adjustment rate

cited by Mr. Buchanan was not derived from the number of tires he

sold as compared to those returned to him. Rather, the rate used was a

factor of those sold by him and original equi])ment tires and tires

gurchased from other dealers. Even if all claims submitted to Mr.
uchanan for adjustment were valid, many of the tires which he

adjusted were not sold by him at all. Nevertheless, in arriving at his

adjustment rate, Mr. Buchanan apparently divided the number of

admustments he made by the number of tires he purchased from
Firestone. Obviously a much lower figure would necessarily result if a

comparison were made based on those tires sold by Mr. Buchanan
and adjusted by Mr. Buchanan.

3. Trooper S. J. Folsom

Trooper Folsom's testimony related to an automobile accident in

Venice, Fla., at 12:30 a.m. in June 1977. The driver, Joseph David,

was dead on arrival at the hosi)ital, following the accident.

Trooper Folsom, in his accident report, wrote, "The left rear tire

of [David's vehicle] blew out prior to the driver losing control. When
the tire blew out, all the tread and cords inside came off." In his case

summary, written some time later, Trooper Folsom concluded that

"the primary cause of the accident was tire failure."
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Mr. David's biood contained .145 percent alcohol, rendering him
legally under the influence of alcohol in Florida. A much lower level,

.100 percent, is prima facie evidence in Florida and most other States
for conviction of driving while intoxicated.

The autopsy found the primary cause of death was what is commonly
known as a heart attack. The Death Certificate says that the immedi-
ate cause of death was a "probably fatal ventricular arythmia."
Underlying causes of death are listed as chronic heart and circulatory

system ailments. Trooper Folsom says in his case summary that David
did not receive fatal injuries as the result of the accident.

Trooper Folsom thus noted many factors contributed to the accident
but seems convinced that a prior tire blow out caused the accident.

The basic shortcoming of his analysis is that Trooper Folsom has not
done the kind of expert analysis, nor does he have the scientific and
technical training, to be sure when the heart attack occurred, to know
what effect the driver's intoxication had, or to know whether the tire

damage he observed after the accident happened before the accident
or during the accident when the car was already out of control.

Obviously, he possess no knowledge as to the tire's maintenance and
inflation history.

4. Clarence Ditlow

In addition to authorizing a press release containing material
relating to the discredited NHTSA survey in violation of a court
order, Mr. Ditlow earlier sent letters to Firestone (which were also

released to the press) in which he set forth a list of accidents involving
injuries or deaths which he alleged were attributable to defects in

Firestone Steel Belted Radial tires. No investigation of these inci-

dents was undertaken by Ditlow himself or by anyone else at the
Center for Auto Safety ("Center"). No tires were examined by outside
experts or Center personnel. Thus, what Ditlow reported were fre-

quently misstated assertions, many of which contained clear factual

errors.

Those incidents he reported included one series of problems involv-
ing a Bridgestone tire, manufactured by a Japanese company wholly
unrelated to Firestone. He also discussed one now infamous accident
without mentioning that the car involved was a used Corvette drag
racing on a mountain highway at 115 mph. Another incident involved
a tire which failed after being literally worn away through use past
the treadwear indicators. Other accidents cited involved excessive

speed. In no case was the tire determined to be defective in any way.
In fact, in one case, the expert retained on behalf of the plaintiff

concluded in his report: "The total damage was the result of operating
at a speed in excess of the tire's capabilities." Three incidents stressed

by Mr. Ditlow are summarized below:

a. Lazaro Rodriguez Colungo, et al.

An accident involving Rodriguez occurred in November of 1977
in Torreon, Mexico. Four passengers were killed when their car was
hit by an oncoming truck. A tire blew out, which according to the
(translated) police report, caused the accident. However, it has never
been determined that this tire was defective in any way. The police

report stated that both the truck driver and Rodriguez were traveling
at excessive speeds, that one of the deceased drivers did not possess
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a valid license, and that the driver of the truck involved in the acci-
dent fled the scene and has not yet been found. Moreover, Firestone
has not even been sued. Firestone's expert, Robert Shipman, has
concluded that the blowout was the result of a puncture.

b. Toni Ann Hokama
Ms. Hokama was killed in Hilo, Hawaii on July 27, 1975 while

riding in a used convertible Corvette which was being driven at 115
miles an hour. The cars were involved in a drag race, playing "follow
the leader" and weaving through traffic. The car was not equipped
with racing tires and Ms. Hokama was not wearing her seat belt.

She apparently was ejected from the vehicle. The driver suffered no
injuries.

c. Michael Pacheco

Mr. Ditlow, in testimony prepared for the subcommittee, also

characterized the Pacheco accident as involving a car travelling at
the legal speed limit. In fact, as the police report reveals, the 16-year-
old driver himself admitted that he was speeding at 80 mph.
The Center also leaked the results of the admittedly worthless

NHTSA radial tire survey to the press after obtaining it as the result

of a mistake, or worse, made by NHTSA personnel. Ditlow, in testi-

mony, defended this leak. Although Mr. Ditlow knew that the infor-

mation was subject to a court order, he did not return the material
to XHTSA or question the propriety of his obtaining it. He
immediately released it.

Mr. Ditlow further mischaracterized the Law Enforcement As-
sistance Administration (LEAA) release cautioning against the use

on police pursuit vehicles of steel belted radial tires of all manu-
facturers. He failed to point out that Firestone tires were not singled

out as being materially different from other brands of steel belted

radial tires. Further, standard grades of bias, bias-belted, and fabric

radial tires were also found to be prone to high speed failure. The
report recommended that no steel belted radial tire should be used on
a vehicle consistently run at high speeds.

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) tests, ui)on which the

LEAA release was based, demonstrated that steel belted radial tires

of all manufacturers, and tires of other construction as well, failed

on high speed wheel tests. The NBS rei)ort concluded that the

potential for tire failure during high speed pursuit was not the result

of a defect in standard production tires, but of the improper use of

production tires for high speed pursuit type driving.

5. Dr. Joseph G. Marshall

Dr. Marshall testified about his personal experience with multiple

faihu'es with his Firestone 500's on his 1971 automobile. After his

testimony before the subcommittee. Dr. Marshall permitted Firestone

to examine and analyze his tires using one of their expert tire engineers.

Firestone's findings which have been rei)orted to the subcommittee
revealed that one tire was ])erfectly sound and two tires had nails

which had ])enetrated the inner liner of the tires with the nail shafts

still embedded in the tires. A fourth tire had a tire mounting gouge
which prevented ])roper sealing which resulted in air leakage and an
additional three of Dr. Marshall's tires exhibited heat discoloration

from driving while underinflated.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I say that I do not know if Firestone 500 Steel

Belted Radial tires are safe, but the evidence that I have seen has not
shown them to be unsafe or defective. If they are defective, what is

wrong with the tire. I believe that NHTSA's job is to find out what if

anythint^ is wrong; with this tire, and if they find a defect then they
should be recalled. The recitation that there is some unspecified

safety related defect followed by the presentation of information that
cannot be shown to point to a defect is inappropriate.
On July 13, 1978, I wTote to Ms. Joan Claybrook. Administrator

of NHTSA, and asked her what the defect was that she said that her
agency found. I also asked her in that letter how she could possibly
use adjustment data and consumer letters as evidence of a defect. I

have yet to receive a reply to my letter from Ms. Claybrook.
There are ways to prove that a tire is defective, instead of relying

on the specious type of information used by NHTSA. Tires can be
scientifically tested in laboratories to determine if they are defective.

This is 1978 and we do not have to rely upon letters and such. There
are experts in tire failure mode analysis who can examine tires with
modern and advanced equipment and in this way you can find out
what if anything is wrong with a tire. I suggest that this course of

action be followed and if thorough and fair analysis of a reasonable
sample of tires shows on this basis that they are clearly defective for

a given reason or set of reasons, then move ahead and recall the tire.

I believe that the current course of action by NHTSA is simply an
effort on its part to establish the unwise legal precedent that would
stand for the proposition that the type of fair and objective analysis

that I call for is not required in order to find a tire defective.

A final point that I believe should be made on this question of

pertinency of issue of consumer abuse and whether these tires have
performed properly is that the Department of Transportation does
test tires under Federal Motor Vehicle Standard 109. The purpose of

that test if to insure that the tires can withstand the type of reasonably
expected abuse that would normally take place. The Firestone 500
has a very high pass rate, over 99 percent, on this test. Given this

high passing rate, I believe that failures then are the result of either

a defect or greater than normal abuse. An actual defect in these tires

not having been demonstrated, I believe that these tires are entitled

to a presumption that they are acceptable for normal use and can
withstand normal abuse due to the fact that they pass NHSTA's
own testing for this purpose.

James M. Collins.
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APPENDIX A
HIGHWAY FATALITIES ASSOCIATED WITH FAILURES OF FIRESTONE 500 STEEL-BELTED RADIALS

Estimated
Name of deceased Date Location

2: Siy^miir^^:::::::"::::::"::::^""^ '• '^'' Thompson, utah 82 mi/h.

3. Berg» 1976 Ontario 80 plus mi/h.

4. J. M. David June 24, 1977 Venice, Fla 55 mi/h.

5. Dawson' 1974 Texas
6. Francis M. Heyward

|

I: ail?,al,t;;:;:::::::::::;:::::;::h''-''''
'"' - ""««' =•'=-- - '» •? " ri*

9. lsab.lleeea.tord ) <«;|;;*"8

10. Hoagland» 1976 Alabama 55 mi/h.

11. Toni Ann Hokama July 27, 1975 Kaijua-Kona, Hawaii Highspeed.
12. Jackson' 1974 California 80 plus mi/h.

13. ArlieO. King, Jr July 16, 1977 Jackson County, III Highspeed.
14. Kenneth Kindsfather June 4, 1973 Miles City, Mont 70 plus mi/h.

15. Malvidoi 1976 Arizona '. 90 mi/h.

li. S£Neai::::::::::::::::::::::::::}]""|i5.i974— Lasvegas.Nev 90 mi/h.

18. Kallus-Stonei
)l9/b... lexas

19. Lazaro Rodriguez 1

20. Dolores Rodriguez

21. Victor C. Rodriguez

22. Guadalupe Rodriguez j

23. Carol Sparnicht Aug. 7, 1977 Queens, N. Y 45 to 55 mi/h.

24. Michael Pacheco June 19, 1977 Las Vegas, Nev 55 to 80 mi/h
(conflicting

accounts).

25. John J.Scully Feb. 2, 1975 Dalton, Ga 80 to 85 mi/h.

26. Warren » Texas 90 mi/h.

27. Wiler » 1974 California 50 mi/h.

28. Crystal Clement ]

29. Peggy Lee Clement [June 24, 1978 Loris, S. C 45 to 55 mi/h.

30. Roy Lee Goodwin j

31. Mary Ann Giattino July 6, 1978 Manteka, Calif 55 mi/h.

32.Susan Jan Vanlandingham Apr. 2, 1978 Atlanta, Ga 55 mi/h.

33. Allen Parker Jan. 28, 1975 Salem, Conn High

34, Carrie Davis July 8, 1978 Hobbs, N. Mex

[Nov, 28, 1977 Coahilla, Mexico High speed.

HIGHWAY FATALITY ASSOCIATED WITH A FAILURE OF A FIRESTONE TPC STEEL-BELTED RADIAL

1. Jeffrey Joel Wheeler June 16, 1977 Barstow, Calif 80 mi/h.

Note: Where names of deceased are bracketed, those individuals were killed in the same accident.

» From list of fatalities provided by Firestone on May 23, 1978, which the subcommittee was not aware of prior to that

time.
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APPENDIX B

Steel Belted Radials (SBR)—Letters received by the subcommittee from May 19, 1978
to Aug. 8, 1978

Total received 1, 147
Total, concerning Firestone 1, 105

Firestone SBR 500 (3,384 separate failures) 834
Firestone SBR TPC (57 tire failures) 17
Firestone SBR 721 (27 tire failures) 11
Unspecified Firestone SBR (612 tire failures) 169
Montgomery Ward Grappler II (36 failures) 9
Super Shell Steel Radial (9 tire failures) 3
General Complaints on Firestone, or supporting investigation 52
Supporting Firestone 10

Other tire companies 42

o
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